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Club Goals
· Further the use of CW
· Encourage newcomers to use Morse code
· Engender friendships among members
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Jean-Jacques F6IJO’s beautiful home-made keys.
See page 15

FISTS CW Club, Promoting Morse Code for over 25 Years

FEBRUARY 2015 Issue 27, Series 2

FISTS was founded in 1987 by the late George “Geo” Longden, G3ZQS

“Accuracy transcends speed,
courtesy at all times.”

“When you’ve worked a FISTS,
you’ve worked a friend.”
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PSK31 Isoterm MulticonUSB

CableTidy for Vibroplex keys
This is a series of 4 PC Boards and cables to
greatly simplify and tidy up the cable
connections of the shown VIBROPLEX keys.

The cables are 1 metre long and are
terminated in a standard metal 6.4 mm stereo
plug as found on most rigs. A 3.5 mm stereo
plug cable can be supplied if REQUESTED.

The boards are double sided plated through
and Silver plated.
Red in colour to match the Vibroplex red paddle keys however there is now a BLACK
version for the VIBROPLEX ORIGINAL BUG models. The Rig cable is screened and flexible.

Universal, GHD (2 models), Lionel J-36, K8RA Paddles, and RAF Type D CableTidys also
available.

The keys are shown for demonstration ONLY and are NOT included in the price.
You are purchasing the PC Board of choice and its Key to Rig cable.
All models inclusive of UK post costs are £20.70 or at a discount price of £18.00 for
FISTS members (please quote your callsign when ordering).

Isoterm Interfaces

This is a range of radio-computer interfaces, available with a 5% discount for FISTS
members. For further information and pricing, visit www.g3liv.co.uk

Mr J Melvin
2 Salters Court, Gosforth
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE3 5BH

Web: www.g3liv.co.uk
Email: johnny.g3liv@gmail.com
Tel: 0191 2843028

ALL products can be viewed at www.g3liv.co.uk For reviews, see
www.eham.net/reviews/detail/9689 and www.eham.net/reviews/detail/1456

DATA Isoterm
Traveller

USB Deluxe Dual

Most successful HF port-
able operators use CW.

Many also use our
Accessories!

Over 150 products.

Isoterm Multimode
interface
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Key Note is the quarterly magazine of the FISTS CW Club in Europe

FISTS, PO Box 6743, Tipton, DY4 4AU, England, UK. Tel: 01902 338973
Please send Key Note articles, comments and distribution questions to:
Graham Smith G3ZOD Email: keynote@fists.co.uk

For feedback/help with the RAIBC audio version of Key Note, please contact:
Chris Pearson G5VZ Email: chris@fists.co.uk

For help with subscriptions, membership and the website, please contact:
Graham Smith G3ZOD Email: members@fists.co.uk

To arrange or volunteer for Slow Morse contacts, please contact:
John Griffin M0CDL Email: qrs@fists.co.uk

For on-air activity questions or logs, please contact the Activities Manager:
Chris Pearson G5VZ Email: activities@fists.co.uk

For general questions, including information about rallies, please contact:
Paul Webb M0BMN Email: paul@fists.co.uk Tel: 01902 338973

To order items or to ask questions about Club Sales, please contact:
Anne Webb Email: sales@fists.co.uk

For questions about Awards or to apply for them, please contact:
Dennis Franklin K6DF Email: awards@fists.co.uk

4658 Capitan Drive, Fremont, CA, 94536-5448, USA

For help with the FISTSCW Yahoo News Group Forum, please contact:
Mark Waldron M0BLT Email: forum@fists.co.uk

FISTS Overseas FISTS Down Under: www.fistsdownunder.org
 FISTS East Asia: www.feacw.net
 FISTS North America: www.fistsna.org

Subscriptions can be sent to FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, England, UK.

Current Members ONLY!
£6 KN via Internet £8 KN post to UK £10 KN post to Eu £13 KN post to DX

Re-joiners and New Members ONLY! Please see the following table:

Month of joining
or re-joining

Key Note
via Internet

Key Note by Post

Dec, Jan, Feb or Mar £7.25 £9.50 UK (£12.00 Europe, £15.75 DX)
Apr or May £6.00 £8.00 UK (£10.00 Europe, £13.00 DX)
Jun, Jul or Aug £4.50 £6.00 UK (£7.50 Europe, £9.75 DX)
Sep, Oct or Nov £3.00 £4.00 UK (£5.00 Europe, £6.50 DX)
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QSL Bureau www.fists.co.uk/buro

Please send outgoing QSL cards and any questions to the QSL Bureau Manager:

Robert Walker M0BPT Email: buro@fists.co.uk
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, England, UK.

Please write FISTS and the member number of the
station you contacted at the top left of the QSL card.
The bureau can also accept cards to be sent to mem-
bers of RSGB, RSARS, RAFARS, RNARS and G-QRP.
Please write the organisation name at the top left.

Incoming QSL cards for UK members: These are handled by the QSL Bureau
Sub-managers. Please send them your stamped, self-addressed envelopes:

G1, G2, G5, G6, G7, G8 and
Specials (GB, GX, MX etc.)

John Griffin M0CDL, 35 Cottage Street,
Kingswinford DY6 7QE
john@fists.co.uk

G0
Bill McGill GM0DXB,
112 West Main Street, Armadale,
Bathgate, West Lothian EH48 3JB

M and 2
Phil Hughes 2E0DPH, 111 Wisbech
Road, Littleport, Ely CB6 1JJ

Wales and SWL
Paul Webb M0BMN, 40 Links Road,
Penn, Wolverhampton WV4 5RF
paul@fists.co.uk

G3 and G4
Jim Steel M0ZAK, 6 Central Avenue,
Shepshead LE12 9HP
m0zak@ntlworld.com

Incoming QSL cards for Eu & DX members: Please send postage and not enve-
lopes—contact Rob M0BPT (details above) for more information.

Please donate used stamps
Chuck M0AVW collects used stamps for charities.  When you’ve received your
QSL cards, please send the used stamps, and any others you have, to him:

Chuck M0AVW, 32 Woodford Walk, Harewood Park, THORNABY TS17 0LT
***Please DON’T send Chuck outgoing QSL cards!  If you would like an acknowl-
edgement by email, please include a slip with your email address on
(BLOCK CAPITALS, please). Many thanks to all those who have sent stamps in.

Prices in Key Note
Some articles in Key Note quote prices for products.  These are correct at the
time of writing and typically do not include delivery.
Please be aware that if importing products from outside your country, you may
have to pay additional taxes and duties on import.
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Editorial Graham G3ZOD #8385

Welcome to this edition of Key Note and happy New Year.  I hope everyone had
a very enjoyable Christmas and, ideally, lots of radio-related gifts!

Where’s my Key Note? Once more I have to apologise for the lack of Key Notes
recently; in a nutshell this is due to too many tasks and too little time to do
them, particularly over the last few months.  My plan is to remedy this with
extra editions of Key Note and get more help with my club tasks.  To allow for
more than four editions in a year, I am naming this and future editions after the
month they are produced in rather than the season; this edition is
‘February 2015’.  (I know this will be welcomed by FISTS Down Under readers
whose seasons are, of course, different to those in the northern hemisphere!)

Key Note and FireFox. Members who view Key Note online using FireFox will
probably find that the colours in some of the pictures look awful.  This is a flaw
in recent versions of FireFox (which has its own built-in software for viewing PDF
files) and not a problem with Key Note!  As it doesn’t look like FireFox’s authors
are going to fix the problem any time soon, the simplest solution is to save a
copy of the Key Note on your computer and use the free Adobe Reader software
to read it (get.adobe.com/reader); if you download this, be careful  to ‘uncheck’
the ‘Optional Offers’ boxes.  You can also configure FireFox to use Adobe Reader
to open PDF files to save having to download them manually; if you wish to do
this, the details can be found by searching the web.

Rallies. In 2014 we attended the National Hamfest at Newark and the G-QRP
Convention at R ishworth and were pleased to meet many members and recruit
new ones.  There will be more information and photographs in the next
Key Note.

UK / Crown Dependency Licensing Consultation. In a nutshell, UK’s Ofcom has
decided not to change the way callsign prefixes are used.  For all other proposals
(I believe) they discounted the consultation feedback where it didn’t agree with
their proposals.  A lot of confusion was caused in January by notification letters
sent out to all licensees that had incorrect prefixes in their callsigns (GE & ME for
England, the ‘E’ missing in 2E callsigns, and GQ & MQ for club callsigns!!); this
was a computer-related mishap and they have posted that (as above) nothing
has changed.  (They are still considering GK/MK/2K for Cornwall though.)

Finally:  In closing, I’d like to say thank you to Anne Webb, Monique Smith, the
QSL bureau sub-managers, and the club management team for their
contributions to the club and to everyone who has participated in the club
during 2014.  Have a very happy and radio-active 2015! 73 de Graham G3ZOD

http://get.adobe.com/uk/reader/
http://get.adobe.com/reader/
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Event Calendar Available online at fists.co.uk/events

First day Last day Event Times (UTC)
All days until 31 Dec 2015 EuCW Snakes & Ladders 24 hours a day
Saturdays Jan–Jun 2015 FISTS Eu Two Metre 1500–1600
Sundays Jan–Jun 2015 FISTS Eu Two Metre 1000–1100

Sun 22 Feb FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600, 1800-2000
Sun 08 Mar FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600, 1800-2000
Sun 22 Mar FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600, 1800-2000
Sun 29 Mar FISTS Eu Fifth Sunday 1300-1700
Wed 01 Apr EuCW Snakes & Ladders 0000
  new 2015 monthly activity starts
Sun 12 Apr FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600, 1800-2000
Sun 26 Apr FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600, 1800-2000
Mon 27 Apr Fri 01 May EuCW QRS Activity Week 0000-2359
Sat 02 May FISTS NA Spring Slow Speed Sprint 1700-2100
Sat 09 May FISTS NA Spring Unlimited Sprint 1700-2100
Sun 10 May RSGB 4m CW Contest 0900-1200
Sun 10 May FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600, 1800-2000
Sun 24 May FISTS Eu Ladder 1400-1600, 1800-2000
Sun 31 May FISTS Eu Fifth Sunday 1300-1700

Members worldwide are encouraged to join in all FISTS activities.
There is a brief version of the calendar at the top right of the website home page
fists.co.uk and a full one at fists.co.uk/events.

FISTS Europe Two Metre sessions take place on Saturdays and Sundays until the
end of June 2015.  The minimum exchange is:

RST, first name, Locator, and member number (if applicable)
For the full rules, see page 18.

FISTS Europe Ladder sessions take place on the 2ⁿ� and 4�� Sunday of each
month and this is an easy-going event with friendly, conversational QSOs.  Any
band other than 630m, 60m, 30m, 17m, and 12m.  The minimum exchange is:

RST, first name, QTH, and member number (if applicable)
For the full rules, see page 17.

FISTS Europe Fifth Sunday takes place next on the 29�� March and 31�� May.
QSOs, bands, and the exchange are the same as for the Ladder (see above).  The
full rules are on page 18.

FISTS North America Sprints take place on the 2ⁿ� and 9�� May.  The 2ⁿ� May is a
Slow Speed Sprint—maximum speed 13 wpm.  Bands are 80m, 40m, 20m, 15m,
and 10m.  The exchange is:

http://fists.co.uk/events
http://eucw.org/sl.html
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fists2m
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fists2m
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder2015
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder2015
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder2015
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsfifthsundays2015
http://eucw.org/sl.html
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder2015
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder2015
http://www.eucw.org/euqrs.html
http://www.fistsna.org/operating.html#sprints
http://www.fistsna.org/operating.html#sprints
http://www.rsgbcc.org/cgi-bin/contest_rules.pl?year=2015&contest=cw70MHz&seq=
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder2015
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsladder2015
http://fists.co.uk/activitiescalendar.html#fistsfifthsundays2015
http://fists.co.uk/
http://fists.co.uk/events
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RST, U.S. state/Canadian province/DXCC country, first name, FISTS number
(or power output for non-FISTS)

The full rules are available at fistsna.org/operating.html#sprints

N1MM and FISTS North America Contests: If you use N1MM for logging and
entering FISTS North America Sprint and G3ZQS Straight Key contests, a User
Defined Contest (UDC) file is available.

Go to the N1MM website n1mm.hamdocs.com, choose FILES then User Defined
Contests (UDC) and look for the file G3ZQSmem.zip (can be used for Sprints
despite the name).  Thanks to Les G4OGB for providing the UDC file.

A FISTS Call History File for N1MM is also available from:
fists.co.uk/docs/n1mm/fists_call_history.txt (underlines between ‘fists’, ‘call’,
and ‘history’).  This file is updated continuously for FISTS Europe members and
around every 2 weeks for members of other FISTS Chapters.

EuCW Snakes & Ladders: The April 2014–March 2015 seasons ends on
31�� March and after this a new April 2015–December 2015 season
starts.  Bands are 160m–2m excluding 60m and 4m.  In the new
season, QSOs must be at least 5 minutes long and logs must be ADIF
files and include:

Start date/time, end date/time, Callsign, Mode (CW), Frequency
(MHz), RST sent, RST received, name, QTH, and a 4 or 6 character
locator

It is recommended but not essential that name, QTH, and locator be exchanged
over the air.  There are potentially higher points if QSOs take place in the upper
10 kHz of the IARU Region 1 dedicated CW segments.  For the full new rules,
please see eucw.org/sl2.html.

EuCW QRS Week: The 2015 QRS week takes place on 27�� April to 1�� May.  The
maximum speed is 14 wpm and QSOs must be at least 5 minutes long.  There are
no restrictions about which items are to be exchanged in QSOs.  For the full
rules, please see eucw.org/euqrs.html.

RSGB 4m CW Contest on 10�� May is one of a group of three RSGB VHF CW
contests (4m, 6m, and 2m).  The exchange is:

RST, serial number, 6-character locator, & UK-only: 2-characters of post code
While contests are not everyone’s cup of tea, VHF CW contests are not as manic
as HF contests and typically ‘honest’ RSTs are given, so listen carefully!

The full rules are available at: tinyurl.com/4m2015

http://eucw.org
http://www.fistsna.org/operating.html#sprints
http://n1mm.hamdocs.com/
http://n1mm.hamdocs.com/
http://fists.co.uk/docs/n1mm/fists_call_history.txt
http://eucw.org/sl2.html
http://eucw.org/euqrs.html
http://tinyurl.com/4m2015
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I have a bumper number of awards and new members to report.  Recruitment is
always a little slow over the Christmas holidays, but has since picked up again
nicely.  More than half of new recruits to the club report that they joined due to
a recommendation from an existing member; many thanks to everyone for this.

Awards
Congratulations to the following international FISTS Award winners:

Ian G4MLW #130 Spectrum 17m, Spectrum 40 Metre Endorsement,
Millionaire 5 & 6 million Endorsements

John GM0EPO #209 Basic Century
Peter G4LHI #2219 Millionaire 8 Million Endorsement
Dave KA3YNV #3685 Basic Century
Joe GW0WEE #3773 Gold Century, Millionaire 2 Million Endorsement
Peter M5ABN #6423 Millionaire 2 Million Endorsement
Derek M0DRK #8344 Millionaire
Loren AE7CG #8599 Silver Century
Ian ZL2AIM #9683 Silver Century
Rien PA7RA #9819 Millionaire 4 Million Endorsement
Don VE3HUR #11349 Millionaire 6 Million Endorsement
Gary W4IHI #13344 Millionaire 5 Million Endorsement
Michael W3QT #13724 Perpetual Prefix and 50, 100, & 150 Endorsements
David KB9MLE #13933 Platinum
Phil 2E0DPH #14543 Millionaire
John G4LRG #14873 Perpetual Prefix 150 Endorsement
Pete WA6OEF #15666 Gold Century, Millionaire 6, 7 & 8 Million Endorsements,

Spectrum 15m Endorsement, 1 X QRP
Chris EI6KH #15966 Basic Century
Chris MI0AHH #15984 Basic Century, Millionaire
Chris G3XVL #16207 Basic Century
Merv G4KLE #16273 Millionaire 3 Million Endorsement
Fred G3YJQ #16276 Millionaire 2 Million Endorsement
Vanni I5ECW #16505 Basic Century, Silver Century, and Millionaire
Pete G0PNM #16592 Silver Century, Millionaire, Spectrum 40m
Phil F5IYJ #16622 Basic Century
Joao CU3AA #16928 Basic Century, Silver Century, and Millionaire

A very warm welcome to our latest FISTS Europe members
My apologies to the first seven members listed in the following table (Andy
DK7OG, Vlad UNSWL21, Martin G0DHL, Ed A65BT, Patrick ON4CDJ, Dave M0IKE,
and Steve G3EJS) for accidentally omitting them from the Spring 2014 Key Note.
Thanks to Andy DK7OG for bringing this to my attention.

Membership Report Graham G3ZOD #8385

G3ZOD

http://fists.co.uk/members/membersawards.html
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn0714a5.pdf
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn0714a5.pdf
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Andy DK7OG 16659
Vlad UNSWL21 16661
Martin G0DHL 16662
Ed A65BT 16663
Patrick ON4CDJ 16664
Dave M0IKE 16665
Steve G3EJS 16666
Ken MM6EBJ 16913
Phil G0JSP 16914
Andy M0ITM 16915
Shirley M0WXG 16916
Bob G0AGO 16917
Daphne G7ENA 16918
Mike G4GHT 16919
Laci HA7WI 16920
Pete M3KXZ 16921
Phil M0HIW 16922
Bob G4PVB 16923
Terry 2E0CWP 16924
Al I5SKK 16925
Stephen GMSWL23 16926
Greg G4EBY 16927
Joao CU3AA 16928
Bob G8UED 16929
Tom EI9KJ 16930
John MI0AHI 16931
Clive G0KAL 16932
Kai DL1AH 16933
Yoky I4OQA 16934
Jan OK1TE 16935
Richard G8SQP 16936
Steve G4HXY 16937
Erich HB9FIH 16938
Keith G4EQZ 16939
Ray M0TRK 16940
Keith G3IGU 16941
Frank IZ2DQB 16942
Ian G0PDZ 16943
Andy M0HLA 16944
Pascal HB9FMC 16945
Alex M0UKR 16946
Dave G4RQI 16947
Ted G4OZG 16948
Jim G3OJI 16949
Alan 2E0GLD 16950
Dick G3WRJ 16951
Chris G4CLB 16952
John M6FBO 16953

Brod G4RBP 16954
Steve G8RHQ 16955
Andy G0SFJ 16956
Chris G0LQZ 16957
Johnny M6OAO 16958
John M0CQV 16959
Phil G4UDU 16960
Ged G4MYA 16961
Mel M5ZZR 16962
Dave G4OCU 16963
Chris G4JSP 16964
Phil G4NVR 16965
Stuart G4VMF 16966
Harry GI0JHR 16967
Fabrizio IU0AHC 16968
Marian OM5MI 16969
Gary M0PGH 16970
Jack M6FRI 16971
Paul 2I0OTW 16972
Kev G0SBE 16973
Chris G4RSL 16974
Graham 2E0RZM 16975
Chris DL2MDU 16977
David G4NRT 16978
Joe DL4CF 16979
Stuart M0SGV 16980
Gron 2W0DFN 16981
Odd Erling LB1LF 16982
Stig SM5CLF 16983
Rui M0RLM 16984
John G0IJM 16985
Chris F6EAZ 16987
Geoff G4AEI 16988
Tony G0EPZ 16989
Roy GM4VKI 16990
Richard G0IAX 16991
David G4HYY 16992
Giorgio IU1BKT 16993
Joe M6JNJ 16994
Guy G4DWV 16995
Ian M0CAG 16996
Bjorn LB1GB 16997
Stan G4JGV 16998
Norman G4NFS 16999
Finningley Amateur Radio
Society (FARS)
 G0GHK 17000
Leszek SP1RKH 17001

Mark G4MEM 17002
David G0OOG 17003
Klaas PA3ADC 17004
Steve 2E0GHX 17005
Vasek OK2VWB 17006
Alan M0DNU 17007
Jack F5IJO 17008
Janos YO6GZI 17009
Fort Purbrook Amateur Radio
Club (FPARC)
 G3CNO 17010
Neeraj VUSWL24 17011
Tom G4GUY 17012
Dicky G0MJP 17013
Juha OH3NX 17014
Jalmar OZ1JHM 17015
Pete G4NTN 17016
Evan M0TJU 17017
Hans PA5FN 17018
Ashley G0PFD 17019
CJ M3AHT 17020
Claude F6FAS 17021
John M0HFH 17022
Stephen GI0HHV 17023
John G3HTA 17024
John G4VLF 17025
Jaap M0HNY 17026
Cliff G4VJI 17027
Emil I5EFO 17028
John 2M0JCG 17029
Baz G7UFI 17030
Matt M0ZMS 17031
Barry M6USG 17032
Mal G0BCP 17033
Phil M0BSJ 17034
Michel FR4QS 17035
Bill GM4AGL 17036
Laurent F5OGJ 17037
John 2E0CWQ 17038
Ian G4KJD 17039
Martti OH4NV 17040
David 2E0CQW 17041
Zelez OK1OO 17042
Robert SM0AFT 17043

http://g0ghk.co.uk/
http://g0ghk.co.uk/
http://fparc.org.uk/
http://fparc.org.uk/
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Congratulations to:
Matt M6RFP on achieving his Intermediate Licence and new callsign
2E0FSM.
Gary M6SWF on achieving his Intermediate and Full Licences and new
callsigns 2E0NTI and M0ONI.
Sue 2E0SUJ on achieving her Full Licence and new callsign M0SZQ.
John 2E0CWJ on achieving his Full Licence and new callsign M0HTE.

Silent Keys
I’m sorry to report that the following members are now Silent Keys:

Chris SM7KJH #17 has the earliest known joining date in the club records—12��
September 1987, and as far as I can tell, he was a member continuously from
then.

Gordon G4ZPY is particularly remembered
for his excellent range of paddle and other
types of key.  He retired from key-making in
2010.  Referred to by George ‘Geo’ G3ZQS as
‘Zippy’, Gordon had many adverts for his
keys in Key Note.  I am sure lots of members
will remember the image from his website.

Our sympathy goes out to all the families and friends of the Silent Keys.

Chris SM7KJH 17
Denis G0IYC 501
Bob G4KQM 2211
Gordon G4ZPY 2278

Peter G0RRF 2836
Tom G0UTH 2895
Norman G0WNT 14584
I1HJP Paolo 16986

Articles for Key Note are more than welcome.

Please send them by email to keynote@fists.co.uk or by post to:
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, ENGLAND, UK.

Handwritten, typed, or electronic formats are acceptable (we have not received
one (so far!) that we have been unable to read).

Photographs and diagrams are very helpful.  Please send image files without
resizing them—they will be included in the “digital” and paper Key Notes at
suitable resolutions.  Also, please do not overlay captions on images; we will add
the captions where necessary outside the image.  This allows us to use an
appropriate font style and size, and is easier to read than an overlaid caption.

Writing for Key Note

mailto:keynote@fists.co.uk
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The Automorse

The Automorse is an unconventional
key; the first time you look at its
mechanism, it appears to be a
complex key, but despite this first
impression, it is very versatile.

In addition, I can say without fear of
contradiction that this instrument is
the ultimate mechanical key, since it
can operate either as semi-automatic or in a fully-automatic way, depending on
the tastes of the operator.

The inventor of the Automorse key is Mr. Norman Percy Thomas.

Thomas was born in Adelaide in 1881 and died in the same city at age 56 during
a tennis match; it
was Sunday 24
October 1937.

Thomas
presented his
application for the
Automorse patent
on 11 April 1918.
His application
was recognized
and awarded the
patent number
7023/18, and thus
was born the first
mechanical “fully-
automatic” key in
the world.

Although the
Automorse was
supplied by the
PMG� Offices, the
construction and

The General Post Office, Adelaide

The Australian Gems—Part 4 Claudio IZ0KRC #15937
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distribution was entrusted to the Hitchcock Bros. Company, located in Flinders
Street in the city of Adelaide.

Thomas, in filing the patent application, wrote that the key could:
“transmit a sequence of dashes handled automatically by a single movement
of the hand, and also a sequence of dots with a single movement of the
hand”.

This new key was designed to transmit telegraph signals with absolute precision,
whilst also reducing the number of movements and hence the telegraphists’
effort.  This was of great benefit to professional telegraphers in preventing the
so-called “glass arm”.  In the advertisement this fact was described as follows:

“Fifty movements of hand are required to send the …… with a telegraph key,
34 with the ordinary dot making machine, but the Automorse will send them
perfectly with 18.”

In some publicity at the time, the key was
described as being available as standard in right
and left handed versions, both initially sold at the
modest sum of £5.  Then with the rise of his fame,
just two years after, the purchase price was raised
to £35.

The first question that may arise is why the first
fully automatic mechanical key was developed in
Australia and not in the USA, “the home the bug
was born in”?

A plausible answer to this question may be in the
fact that in the USA, telegraphy by wire was
always based on use of the American Morse
code��, while in Australia the International Morse
code was always employed.

As is known, the American Morse code has some of the letters formed with
dashes of different lengths.  The International Morse Code uses the same length
of dashes for all characters, allowing Thomas to develop the first fully automatic
key, which would not be usable for the American Morse code.

We will now look into the details of the Automorse’s mechanical features.

At first glance there are three control levers—a unconventional feature; all semi-
automatic keys are known to operate with one, or a maximum of two, levers.
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Well, the Automorse can operate as a regular semi-
automatic by using only the upper two levers.  The
lever on the left automatically generates the dots
and the lever on the right is used to generate the
dashes manually.

How do you operate it in fully automatic mode?
You need to change the “floor” of operation.  In fact,
on the right side of the frame and in the lower part
there is the famous third lever which allows you to
transmit the dashes automatically.  This third lever,
however, appears to be “uncomfortable”—a
psychological obstacle for most of the operators, so
much so that the poor availability of the key today
follows precisely from this factor.

In my humble opinion, the Automorse is a great machine, designed by a
professional telegrapher for the professional telegraphist.  With the daily
broadcast of hundreds of telegrams, having a fully automatic key definitely
helped limit the operator’s physical exertion.  A downside though of the new
automatic transmissions was to eliminate the distinctive nuance that each
operator put in their transmissions, similar to the tone of voice or style of
handwriting, where each individual has their own characteristics.  The
Automorse basically anticipated the ‘anonymity’ that occurs today with the use
of various electronic keyers.

As with most famous fellow Australians’ keys, the Automorse was based on the
mechanical principle of the so-called ‘tension release’.

Moving the upper left lever to the
right frees the pendulum, which
starts oscillating and emits dots
automatically, and when the lever is
released, it locks the pendulum in
place and positions it ready to start
further dots.

By moving the upper right lever to
the left, dashes are generated in manual mode.

The lower right lever, if moved to the left automatically creates dashes using the
same principle as the dots pendulum.  The only difference between the two
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pendulums (the one for the dots and the one the dashes) is the different mass of
the weights and the distance that the weights can be moved.

Obviously, the greatest weight is on the dash pendulum, and thanks to this
greater mass it can slow down the movement of the pendulum, enabling it to
emit dashes automatically.

The key principle of this new hybrid (semi-automatic or fully automatic) is
therefore based on only these two small but effective tricks.

For adjustment in fully
automatic mode, the same
principles apply for dots and
dashes; the weights above the
respective pendulums are
shifted to change speed.

Since the Automorse arrived at
my house, I’ve discovered a
wonderful thing; my key was
owned by the PMG.  This
particular detail excited me very

much, being aware that I have in my hands a key that has for decades
transmitted emotions through telegrams telling real-life stories such as
informing distant relatives of
the birth of a baby or the
achievement of a goal such as a
diploma, a degree, a trade
agreement, or information sent to
a newspaper office such as the
most salient facts about a locality
or details of a wedding.

Ultimately I consider the
Automorse a great companion
and witness of the past.

Special thanks to:
● Prof. Tom Perera W1TP.
● Herman Willemsen VK2IXV.
● Radio Rivista, the official

magazine of A. R. I. , the
Italian ham association.

The author, Claudio IZ0KRC (right), with Princess
Elettra (Marconi’s daughter) and Roberto IZ0AEX

(centre).  The photograph was taken on
December 12, 2013 at the A. R. I. Roma amateur

radio club during the celebration of the club
building’s refurbishment and commemoration of
the signals sent by Marconi between Poldhu UK

and St. John in Newfoundland Canada.
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References:
● From the website of Prof. Tom Perera W1TP, ‘The "Morse" Code and the

Continental Code’.  Link: w1tp.com/percode.htm
● An important article written by Vito Rustia IZ0GNY published in the Italian

Magazine RADIO ELEKIT—“Telegraphy by Wire”.
● The National Australian Library, rich in information about the Automorse

key.  Link: trove.nla.gov.au.
● The Australian Telegraph office of Ron McMullen.  Link:

australiantelegraph.wordpress.com/contents/

� PMG is the Australian Post Master General.
�� The American Morse code was used in the United States of America, and never

abandoned in wire telegraphy, “justified by the slightly higher transmission rate than
that achievable with the international Morse code”.  It was also used for internal
communications by companies and the military.

The photograph on the front cover (also shown
on the right) is from Jean-Jacques F5IJO #17008
and shows his beautiful home-made keys.

The dual paddle key on the left was inspired by
UR3CDX’s designs.  It has a stainless steel base
and AU4G (an aluminium alloy) arms, paddles
and ball bearing pivots.

The dual paddle key on the right is Jean-Jacques’s own design.  It is his favourite
and again has a heavy stainless steel base, AU4G arms, and titanium paddles.

The key at the back of the photograph is a touch key paddle used with a circuit
designed by Milton W8NUE—see qsl.net/w8nue/NUEKey.pdf.

On the left is a photograph of Jean-Jacques’
SW Mini transceiver.  The power is adjustable
from 1 W to about 15 W and it operates on all
HF bands, providing quite a compact unit.  The
project was designed by Alexander UR3LMZ.
The assembly is the result of a ‘European team
effort’ between Milko LZ2ELM, Maciek SQ6MS,

and Jean-Jacques.  (Milko and Maciek are on a long term job assignment in
Marseille, and they all met at the radio club, F6KRD.)

Cover photograph: Jean-Jacques F5IJO’s Home-made Keys

http://w1tp.com/percode.htm
http://trove.nla.gov.au
http://australiantelegraph.wordpress.com/contents/
http://www.ur5cdx.com/
http://qsl.net/w8nue/NUEKey.pdf
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Brasspounder Chris G5VZ #12540, FISTS Activity Manager

We’ve reached that time when participants in all FISTS activities are eagerly
looking towards the final scores.  But it’s also when we get to grips with what is
in this year.
Before we get onto this year, I’d like to open our activities management up.  I
have to confess that I have been finding it hard to stay on top of activities
management and having some help will be much appreciated.
We’re looking for members who can help to collate and adjudicate the results of
FISTS activities, month by month.  Perhaps
even looking towards restarting a monthly
Brasspounder.  If we have enough interest, it
might be possible to have an adjudicator for
each activity.  It doesn’t matter if you are an
activity participant or not—just that you have
an interest in promoting CW on the air.
If you’d like to join in and to help, please get
in touch.

2015
This year there is an email addresses for each
activity: ladder@fists.co.uk, skw@fists.co.uk, fifth@fists.co.uk, and
twom@fists.co.uk.
For the 2015 season we continue to feature the regulars: the Ladder on two
Sundays each month and Straight Key Week (SKW) towards the end of the year.
Fifth Sundays have been well supported and these continue in 2015 as does the
two metre activity, with some changes in its format.  It will remain a six-monthly
season on two metres.
In 2015 we may slip in one or two surprises—as we did with Dot Dot Dash in
2014—but two old timers have retired: Exchange Your Age Week (EYAW) and
International Days.  EYAW has been around for a long while and deserves a rest;
International Days have stirred up interest around Europe and, of course, there
is now a lot of international attention in Snakes and Ladders, an EuCW activity
with serious interest.  Snakes and Ladders continues in an April–December 2015
season, by the way.

This Year’s Activities
Of all the 2014 activities, I think the 2m sessions have brought the greatest
benefits and have genuinely increased on-air activity.  Although the band has
caused great frustration at times, it has also witnessed some wonderful
achievements in 2014.  Peter, G4LHI wrote to the FISTS Yahoo! Group:

Promoting FISTS Activities at the UK
National Hamfest, Newark

mailto:ladder@fists.co.uk
mailto:skw@fists.co.uk
mailto:fifth@fists.co.uk
mailto:twom@fists.co.uk
http://eucw.org/sl.html


“Congratulations to David, 2E0EML who joined me on 2m CW for his very
first on air QSO.  Well done David, I am very proud of you.”

That really is what it’s all about.

2014 Results
Due to space considerations, the 2014 results will appear in the next Key Note.

2015 Activities

Continued on next page…

LADDER 2015

OCCASIONS
January 2015 to December 2015
On the 2nd and 4th Sunday of every month

TIMES

Two sessions on each Ladder Sunday from 1400-1600 and 1800-2000.  All
times are UTC
In any calendar month you can submit logs from ANY TWO of the four two-
hour sessions

FREQUENCIES

Any licensed amateur bands except the WARC bands - which are 30m, 17m
and 12m - or 60m and allocations below 500kHz.
During a FISTS activity session and operating on 40m or 80m, if you call on a
published frequency (A FISTS Centre of Activity) please clear the frequency
after one contact.
This applies to all participants, HQ stations and members alike.  Once clear of
the published frequency there is no further mandatory QSY required during an
activity.

SCORING

5 points FISTS HQ station (GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU, ZL6FF,
JL3YMV, KN0WCW)
3 points FISTS Affiliated Club Station
2 points for a FISTS member
1 point for a non-member
Any station can only count once on each calendar Sunday

EXCHANGE RST/Name/QTH/FISTS Number (If applicable)

LOGS

For each QSO logged: Date/Call sign/Name/QTH/Frequency/RST/Time,
UTC/FISTS Number or Non-member/Points claimed
For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and total of points
claimed

DATES Jan 11/25 - Feb 8/22 - March 8/22 - April 12/26 - May 10/24 - June 14/28 -
July 12/26 - Aug 9/23 - Sept 13/27 - Oct 11/25 - Nov 8/22 - Dec 13/27

GENERAL RULES
ENTRIES ● The FISTS Log Converter program fists.co.uk/flc for Windows is

recommended for tabulating log entries and submitting the entry
● Entries can also be submitted by email in Excel, CSV or Cabrillo format
● If email is unavailable, official FISTS Activity paper log sheets only can be

filled in neatly by hand; if the log sheets are required, please ask and we
will post a set.  Post: to FISTS Activities, PO Box 6743, Tipton DY4 4AU

LOG ENTRIES Any log entry not showing the required exchange information will be excluded
from the scores

http://fists.co.uk/flc
http://fists.co.uk/flc


FIFTH SUNDAYS 2015

OCCASIONS
January 2015 to December 2015.
On the fifth Sunday of March, May, August and November

TIMES One session on each fifth Sunday from 1300-1700 UTC

FREQUENCIES

Any licensed amateur bands except the WARC bands - which are 30m,
17m and 12m - or 60m and allocations below 500kHz.
During a FISTS activity session and operating on 40m or 80m, if you call on
a published frequency (A FISTS Centre of Activity) please clear the
frequency after one contact.
This applies to all participants, HQ stations and members alike.  Once clear
of the published frequency there is no further mandatory QSY required
during an activity.

SCORING

5 points per contact - any operator (Irrespective of call sign used) can be
worked only once on any band per Sunday (But contacts on each band
count separately)
Then apply these in order:
1. Multiply by five for a FISTS HQ station

(GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU, ZL6FF, JL3YMV, KN0WCW)
2. Multiply by five for a FISTS Affiliated Club Station
3. Add five points for a FISTS member
4. Finally, multiply by five if it's a new country for that day's session

EXCHANGE RST/QTH/Name/FISTS Number (If applicable)

LOGS

For each QSO logged: Date/Call sign/Name/QTH/Frequency/RST/Time,
UTC/FISTS Number or Non-member/Points claimed
For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and total of points
claimed

DATES 29. March, 31. May, 30. August and 29. November
ENTRIES See GENERAL RULES / ENTRIES on page 17.  Logs must be received by

the tenth of the month following the month in which the contacts were made
Email to fifth@fists.co.uk

TWO METRE ACTIVITY 2015

AWARDS

Certificates will be awarded to:

1. The three entrants with the most points

2. The entrant making the most distant contact during the activity

3. The entrant submitting logs for the most number of valid contacts
during the activity

Additionally, all entrants will receive a certificate marking their participation

Continued on next page…

ENTRIES
See GENERAL RULES / ENTRIES on page 17.  Logs must be received by
the fifth of the month that follows the month in which the contacts were made
Email to ladder@fists.co.uk

mailto:fifth@fists.co.uk
mailto:ladder@fists.co.uk


OCCASIONS
Six months from January 2015 to June 2015
Saturday evenings and Sunday mornings

TIMES
Saturday afternoon between 15h00 and 16h00
Sunday morning between 10h00 and 11h00
All times are UTC

FREQUENCIES

Any frequency allowed in any segment of the 2m (144MHz) amateur band
allocated for CW (NoV allocation above 146MHz should not be used)
The usual FISTS calling frequency is 144.058.  Please clear the calling
frequency once contact is established

SCORING

Score is calculated from basic QSO points multiplied by a distance premium,
as follows
2 points for a FISTS member, affiliated club station or HQ station
1 point for a non-member
Multiplied by 1 (one) point for each whole 10 km between the two QSO
partners (See section 'DISTANCES' below)
Any station can only count once on any calendar day

EXCHANGE RST/Name/Maidenhead 6-character Locator/FISTS Number (If applicable)

LOGS

For each QSO logged: Date / Call sign / Name / My Locator / Locator /
Frequency / RST / Time, UTC / FISTS Number or Non-member / Actual
distance / Points claimed
Please record frequency as MHz including kHz, for example 144.065 MHz
For each log: Summary to include own call sign, FISTS number, total number
of QSOs, total of points claimed and actual distance of longest path
If all QSOs during a month are from within a single locator, My Locator can
be omitted for each QSO and included in the Summary instead
All locators are 6-character Maidenhead squares

DATES
January: 3-4, 10-11, 17-18, 24-25, 31  February: 1, 7-8, 14-15, 21-22, 28
March: 1, 7-8, 14-15, 21-22, 28-29  April: 4-5, 11-12, 18-19, 25-26
May: 2-3, 9-10, 16-17, 23-24, 30-31  June: 6-7. 13-14, 20-21, 27-28

GENERAL Distances must be calculated from 6-character locators as described in the
section 'DISTANCES'

DISTANCES

Actual Distance
Distances are calculated in whole kilometres, rounded down using the IARU
6-character Maidenhead Locator for each station in a contact.
The recorded distances will be validated using the web application found at
fists.co.uk/distance.aspx
The distance reported by the web application will be final
A mobile station may be estimated at its most distant location during the
contact logged
Distance Multiplier
The multiplier is calculated by taking the integer (Whole number) part of the
result of actual distance divided by 10

ENTRIES
See GENERAL RULES / ENTRIES on page 17.  Logs must be received by
the fifth of the month that follows the month in which the contacts were made
Email to twom@fists.co.uk

http://fists.co.uk/distance.aspx
mailto:twom@fists.co.uk
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STRAIGHT KEY WEEK 2015

DATE 0001 UTC Sunday 29th November to 2359 UTC Saturday 5th December
2015

FREQUENCIES

Any licensed amateur bands except the WARC bands - which are 30m, 17m
and 12m - or 60m and allocations below 500kHz.
During a FISTS activity session and operating on 40m or 80m, if you call on a
published frequency (A FISTS Centre of Activity) please clear the frequency
after one contact.
This applies to all participants, HQ stations and members alike.  Once clear
of the published frequency there is no further mandatory QSY required during
an activity.

RULES
This is another fun event in which manual sending is our aim!
Simple rules; usual exchange between members or non-members

SCORING

10 points for a FISTS HQ station
(GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU, ZL6FF, JL3YMV, KN0WCW)
5 points for a FISTS Affiliated Club Station
3 points for a FISTS member
1 point for a non-member

EXCHANGE RST/QTH/Name/FISTS Number (If applicable)

LOGS

For each QSO logged: Date/Call sign/Name/QTH/Frequency/RST/Time,
UTC/FISTS Number or Non-member/Points claimed
For each log: Summary to include total number of QSOs and grand total
points claimed

GENERAL

Any type of manual keying may be used - manual keying includes up-and-
down pump keys and side-to-side swipers or Cooties with two-wire (Signal
and ground) connection to the radio.  Keys which generate auto-repeat
elements - like mechanical bug keys - are not allowed nor are any keys used
in combination with an electronic keyer.  If in doubt, please ask for
adjudication before the activity
Any operator (Regardless of callsign used) may only be worked for points
once per band per day

ENTRIES See GENERAL RULES / ENTRIES on page 17.  Logs must be received  on
or before 1st January 2016
Email to skw@fists.co.uk

New software: FISTS Log Converter 3.1.2
The latest version of the FISTS Log Converter program for Windows supports all
2015 FISTS Europe on-air activities, the EuCW Snakes & Ladders activity, and the
EuCW QRS Week activity.

A recent new feature is that it allows you to record the QSO end time when used
with external logbook programs that don’t allow you to record this directly (QSO
end time is needed for preparing FISTS Rag Chewers Award applications and for
the two EuCW activities).  To record an end time, add it to your logbook’s

mailto:skw@fists.co.uk
http://fists.co.uk/members/membersflc.html


Comments or Notes field.  For example, QSO end times of 09:29:00 UTC and
21:40:30 UTC can be represented using:

TIMEOFF 0929
TIMEOFF 214030

Another recent feature is the ability to search
the QSO list in the optional logbook; to do
this, type in Ctrl+F.

FISTS Log Converter runs on Windows and can be used to prepare logs and apply
directly for most FISTS Awards.  It can also be used to prepare and submit logs
for European FISTS Activities, EuCW Snakes & Ladders and QRS Week.  It can
read logs from logbook programs, or alternatively for anyone not currently using
a logbook program, it comes with an optional logbook feature.  It’s free and a
copy can be downloaded from fists.co.uk/flc.  If you don’t like updating
spreadsheets & prefer to spend your time on the air, this is the program for you!

RAOTA
The RADIO AMATEUR OLD TIMERS' ASSOCIATION seeks to keep alive

the pioneer spirit and traditions of the past in today's Amateur Radio by
means of personal and radio contact, whilst being mindful of any special
needs.

Full Membership : Open to anyone who has been actively involved in
Amateur Radio for over 25 years.  You do not need to have held an Amateur
Radio licence for the whole of that period of time, or even to have held one
at all.

Associate membership : Those who have been actively involved in
Amateur Radio for a shorter period are warmly invited to apply for Associate
Membership.  This carries all the benefits of full membership, but without the
voting rights.

All members receive our quarterly magazine, OTNews, which is
professionally printed using digital techniques.

Further details and an application form available online at www.raota.org
Or from our Membership Secretary

Letter : RAOTA, 65 Montgomery St, Hove,
East Sussex. BN3 5BE

Email : memsec@raota.org
Telephone : 01273 703680

Honour the past, enjoy the present, ensure the future

http://fists.co.uk/flc
http://fists.co.uk/flc
http://www.raota.org
mailto:memsec@raota.org
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The NR-4SC is a simple-to-use 10 Watt
(minimum) 4 meter SSB/CW transceiver.

The radio operates USB and CW.  The
NR-4SC uses a single conversion design with
an IF frequency of 10.7 MHz.  There are two
8 pole crystal filters following the mixer
which are designed for 3.0 kHz and 500 Hz -6dB bandwidths.  The 3 kHz filter
allows for good SSB voice fidelity while the 500 Hz filter provides good adjacent
channel rejection on CW.  Either filter can be selected in both modes.

Two IF amplifier stages and fast attack AGC provide good receiver sensitivity
while levelling the audio output on strong signals.  AGC action starts at
approximately a -120 dBm input signal level.  The local oscillator is derived from
a DDS/PLL circuit providing a high degree of stability and low noise.  A high
stability 107.374 MHz reference oscillator is used for all local oscillator
generation.  The high frequency provides low DDS spurious output.

The transceiver offers a 10.7 MHz IF out on the back panel for connection to an
SDR so it may be used with a PC for a spectral display.  Other features of the
NR-4SC include RIT (Receiver Incremental Tuning) and SPLIT mode functions as
well as a built in iambic keyer for CW.  The AGC rate has a fast and slow speed to
suit operator preference.  The price is €499.00 (EUR).  Specifications are:

Website: nobleradio.eu Email: info [at] nobleradio.eu

New product: Noble Radio NR-4SC 4 Meter SSB/CW Transceiver

● SSB/CW
● 10 Watt output power
● Built in Iambic keyer
● Analog S-meter, not a bargraph.
● RIT
● Split
● Variable Speed Tuning VST
● Wide and narrow filter
● Fast and Slow selectable AGC
● Output to key an external Amplifier
● Can be switched for QSK and non-

QSK compatible amplifiers
● Simultaneous display of RX and TX

frequencies

● 13.8 VDC at 4 Amps TX current
● 650 mA RX current
● Built in loudspeaker
● Audio output 0.6 Watt
● 10.7 MHz IF output
● RX Sensitivity -130 dBm MDS
● IF rejection greater than 100 dB
● Blocking dynamic range 107 dB
● Third Order Dynamic Range = 96 dB

(IP3 = +14 dBm)
● 2nd Order Dynamic Range 87 dB (IP2

= +44 dBm).  TX spurious is better
than -55 dBc which meets
CE ETSI EN301 783-1 standards

http://nobleradio.eu/
http://nobleradio.eu/
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The new Ultra PicoKeyer kit from HamGadgets has
all of the features of the latest PicoKeyer Plus—and
plenty more!

You get four buttons, one for each message for
super-easy message recording and playback.  A
built-in sidetone audio jack lets you plug in your
ear buds, headphones, amplified speaker or just
pipe the sidetone audio into your homebrew rig’s
audio section.  You can now set up everything
(other than recording messages) using just the
front panel pushbuttons, without even plugging in a paddle!

The new firmware builds on previous versions of the PicoKeyer with a number of
new features.  Of course the most obvious is instant access to all four messages
with the touch of a dedicated button.  Recording a message is now a lot
simpler—just hold down the button until you hear the prompt.  Just like the
buttons on your car stereo, and just like you’d expect them to work.

There’s also a completely new setup function.  Use the front panel buttons like
arrow keys (they’re even marked on the panel) to scroll through menu settings
and make changes as needed.  And, if you want to switch between your paddle
and straight key—there's no need to remove the battery!  A quick button press
is all it takes.

The Ultra PicoKeyer complete kit contains everything you need to build a stand-
alone Morse code memory keyer and code practice oscillator with speed control.
You can put it in the nice looking, pre-drilled plastic box (included), build it into
your next homebrew rig, or even retrofit it into your favorite commercial rig!  At
just a touch over 2" x 2" you can stuff this little circuit board into some pretty
tight spots.

The latest PicoKeyer chip and all the parts you need are included, along with a
high quality double-sided printed circuit board with plated-through holes and
silkscreened component outlines.  The pushbuttons and speed control are
mounted on one end of the board, and the RIG, KEY and PHONES jacks are on
the other.

The price at the time of writing, excluding delivery, is $29 (USD).

Website: www.hamgadgets.com Telephone (USA): 1 (402) 527-1000
Address: HamGadgets 16624 Elm St. Omaha, NE 68130-182, USA

Assembled Ultra PicoKeyer
with case top removed

New product: Ultra PicoKeyer Kit from HamGadgets

http://www.hamgadgets.com/ULTRA-PICOKEYER
http://www.hamgadgets.com/
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RF Design is offering the 4m430, a 4m
transverter with a 70cm IF.

The drive can be 250mW to 1W
adjustable on the PCB.  PTT from
transceiver is used for SSB operation.
It has a high grade VCXO LO with
excellent phase noise.  LO out
and control V input for your
own external phase lock circuit
can be used if desired.
Schottky diode double
balanced mixers are used in TX
and RX paths.  An external
antenna relay drive to 200mA
(resettable fuse) is provided.

Features:

● DC input 11V … 16V.  RX:
140mA, TX: 230mA

● 70cm IF, 430.000 MHz tunes 70.000 MHz on 4m
● No-tune design provides reliability and high performance
● Clean 100mW 4m output to drive your power output stage
● High power load protects your TX output from accident damage
● Modest DC demand, 140mA RX, 230mA TX, great for 4m QRP
● Plug-n-play from your 70cm rig, no PTT required for FM use
● Best in class sensitivity, 1.8dB NF and 12dB SINAD for 0.15μV
● 85dB in band blocking (100kHz offset), 100dB in FM band II

Built and tested PCB sub assembly with high power attenuator resistor:
£222.00 (GBP); shipping free of charge.

Built and tested in diecast enclosure:
£270.00 (GBP); shipping free of charge.

A companion 4m linear amplifier is in available g8fek.com/4m4w.htm.

Web page: g8fek.com/4m430.htm Email: martyn@rfdesignuk.com
Address: Continental Compliance Limited, Highfield Way, North Ferriby,

HU14 3BG, UK.
Telephone: + 44 (0)1482 631558

4m430 fitted in diecast enclosure

4m430 PCB

New product: 4m Transverter from RF Design

http://g8fek.com/4m430.htm
http://g8fek.com/4m430.htm
http://g8fek.com/4m4w.htm
http://g8fek.com/4m430.htm
mailto:martyn@rfdesignuk.com
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The Z Codes Gerald G3MCK #230

We are all familiar with the Q Code but apart from a reference in the RSGB Handbook
of 1968 there is little acknowledgement of Z codes.  The Z codes are three letter groups
beginning with Z and, just like the Q codes, they are used to ask questions or to make
statements.  Many have direct equivalents in the Q code.  For example QSZ, send
words twice, is matched by ZWT which is more easily remembered so no prizes for
guessing what ZWO means.

Like the Q codes there are different versions of the Z codes.  I think that it is a pity that
they are not used more by amateurs as there are some that are
useful and for which there is no Q code equivalent.

Let’s look at some that could be useful to us.  Assume that you
are having a nice rag chew, when a station starts up near your
frequency; how about sending to your mate ZHA (or ZHB) which
means move up frequency a little (or down) to clear the QRM?
Other nice concise descriptive codes are:

ZGW your signals are getting weaker
ZGS your signals are getting stronger
ZAN I am receiving nothing
ZAP please acknowledge

Some rather sharp codes that I am sure we have all been tempted to
use are:

ZCL send your call sign intelligibly
ZXU we are unable to decipher your transmission
ZAB your speed key is incorrectly adjusted
ZAC cease using your speed key

I think that my favourites are ZPE (punch everything) and ZYT (check your thyratrons).   I
always imagine that if Ken Dodd had been a ham that he would have made good use of
that one.

Note for non-UK amateurs: Ken Dodd was (is) a popular comedian who had a nice line in
obscure catch phrases.

Copyright G P Stancey 2014

A GEC 2D21
thyratron.  Around
20” tall, this was

used in pulsed
radars and other

equipment.  To the
left of it is a much
smaller thyratron.
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A brand new key from Palm Radio

I had been using this key for almost three
weeks when I wrote an eHam review and
gave it a score of five out of five.  I began
that review by saying that “…it is a delight
to use.  Its design also means it’s delightful
to simply look at!”  I have now enjoyed
using the key for a little over two months and I can’t think of a more appropriate
way to begin this review.

Having almost no previous experience with a single-paddle, side-to-side key, I
had been a little apprehensive.  How would it perform and how would I adapt?

The Single arrives in a plastic Palm transport case.  In the case is the key itself
along with the necessary connecting cable.  The three-pin connector to the
key—subject of some gripes in the past—has been re-engineered and now looks
much more durable.

Previous Palm keys used at G5VZ have all featured a metal casing.  This one
comes in a plastic enclosure.  It is black and the paddle itself is red.  The whole
assembly has a total weight under 40g and measures 25x25mm by 79mm long.

While the Palm Single with ABS plastic casing has a lighter weight than those
other keys with a metal enclosure, the Single has the usual rare earth magnets in
the now-familiar QuickMount base.  The magnets give the key a great stability
and, when used on a ferrous surface, weight is not an issue at all—this is a key
that isn’t going anywhere while it’s in use.  Setting up the key is similarly firm
and solid—once you have set the adjustment screws they stay there.  An Allen
key that fits the adjusters is clipped into the key base, always ready for use.

The Single can be configured as a one-paddle
key, used with an electronic keyer, or as a
traditional Cootie in Sideswiper mode.  A
feature of the Palm Single is that its paddle is
auto-centring; this works exceptionally well in
day-to-day use.

I’ve been using it with my KX3 mostly but have also worked portable with an
FT-817 and it seems happy with the keyer electronics in both.

The key outside its case

Review: Palm Single, a Paddle / Sideswiper Key Chris G5VZ #12540

http://www.eham.net/reviews/detail/11765
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As you would expect, the Single mates perfectly
with the Palm CodeCube, making a wonderful
self-contained wireless unit when also using the
IR Rx (infrared wireless receiver) option on the
radio.  I find sitting back with the wireless key is
just marvellous for a relaxed rag chew.  That
relaxed experience is enhanced by the easy
action of the key—it’s a feel that you might not associate with such a small key.

Having begun this piece by admitting that I was feeling apprehensive before
using the Palm Single, I must now tell you I am a committed single paddle
operator; I use it all the time!  I think Dieter and Hannes have created another
great piece of CW equipment and they should again be congratulated for making
it available to us.

My thanks to FISTS members for providing keys for review:

Richard G3CWI, SOTAbeams: www.sotabeams.co.uk
Hannes DL9SCO, Palm Radio: palm-radio.de/english/english.html

Chris G5VZ, FISTS #12540

Palm Single with Code Cube fitted

New product: TBSK Straight Key from W1SFR
The TBSK Straight Key from Steve W1SFR is a whole
new thing ... no springs or magnets to mess with.  Just
plug it in, adjust the contact travel to your liking and
experience one of the quietest and smoothest
straight keys you’ll ever use.

All components are made by hand.  All brass parts are
mounted to black granite and then mounted to an
American Cherry or Walnut base.  Even the knob is hand turned.  Wood base
measures 4" x 6" and each key comes with a custom made 3.5mm cable as well as
a heavy duty non slip pad which keeps this key in place while in use.  Each key will
come with an engraved plate: “TBSK by W1SFR Ser No. XXX”.

The first 10 keys ordered will also get an inlayed mother of pearl dot which will
be centered on the top of the knob.
At the time of writing, the price is $145.00 (USD) excluding delivery.

Website: kx3helper.com Email: w1sfr.qrp@gmail.com
Post: Steve Roberts,  2094 RT 73 E, Sudbury, VT 05733, USA
Phone: (USA) (802)779-7489

TBSK Straight Key

http://www.sotabeams.co.uk/
http://palm-radio.de/english/english.html
http://kx3helper.com/tbsk-straight-key/
http://kx3helper.com/
mailto:w1sfr.qrp@gmail.com
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First Telegraphic Convention, Ariccia, Italy, Vito IZ0GNY #14018
October 2013
On October 13�� 2013 in Ariccia, near Rome, the first
Italian Convention on Telegraphy took place, organized
by ARI Castelli Romani, with the aim of being a meeting
opportunity for all the telegraphy enthusiasts and to
promote the dissemination of knowledge on this
subject.

Presentations followed one another during the day,
with the full appreciation of the participants.  Among
them was Graziano IØSSH, President of ARI, the Italian
Radio Amateur Association, who addressed a short
speech of greeting to those attending.

Eliseo IK6BAK opened the proceedings: he is a famous
Italian collector and a historian of telegraphy, and he
illustrated the history of telecommunications from the
earliest days to the beginning of electric telegraphy.

Vito IZØGNY continued by
focusing on the organization
of a Morse line as used in the
past in Italy and presented
the technical aspects of how
the various devices (keys,
switches, galvanometers,
receiving machines, and so
on) used to work.

Claudio IZØKRC explained
the evolution of the
horizontal and semi-
automatic keys, with special
attention to the prototypes
created when the two
historical makers in this field,
Mecograph and Vibroplex,
just a century ago, joined
together.

The lantern lit on the
speakers’ table was used
at the time of WWI in the

Italian Army camps to
identify the Telegraph

Service’s tent

A showcase full of rare bugs
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Then Claudio IZØHHH
described the technical
aspects of the “latest
evolution” of the telegraph
key, the innovative “Trik”
key, designed and
constructed by him and
Vito IZØGNY, based not on
moving parts but on a load
cell that reads the pressure
of the operator’s hand.

In the afternoon, Andrea
IWØHK opened the minds of the those present by talking about QRSs, the very
slow telegraphy that enables long distance reception using only a few milliwatts.

Mr. Giuseppe Biagi recalled the dramatic adventure of his grandfather,
telegraphist of the airship Italia under the command of Umberto Nobile, that on
May 1928 was wrecked at the North Pole.  Part of the crew was rescued thanks
to the SOS sent by his radio, the “Ondina 33”, a perfect replica of which he
brought and showed at the convention.

Then our great friend Francesco Cremona, General of the Italian Army, took up
the attention of all those present by his speech about cryptography, with plenty
of curious details and anecdotes, and with a special description of the German

“Enigma” machine
and of the
successful efforts of
the team led by
Alan Turing to
decipher its
messages.

Finally, Sante
IKØHBN described
in detail how to
prepare for and
participate in a CW
contest.

In another room, all
day long, Carlo

Some old devices used on the Italian telegraph land lines,
exhibited at the convention

Carlo IKØJGY explaining the use of bugs (on the table) to some
participants
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IKØJGY taught about telegraphy, explaining the differences between the various
keys and the best ways to use them.  He was a real “pole of attraction” thanks
also to his great communication ability and talent in connecting with people.

During the whole duration of the convention, a radio station with the special call
IIØCW was operating in CW, RTTY, and digital modes from the third room, where
an exhibition of old telegraphic devices was also set up.

Among them are worth mentioning a British military heliograph and an Italian
portable military Morse station made by Pio Pion during the WWI period,
brought by Eliseo IK6BAK.  Many keys, sounders, and other material used on
land lines, brought by Vito IZØGNY, were also displayed.  Finally, a huge
collection of rare semi-automatic keys representative of the whole pre-1913
production of Mecograph and Vibroplex was provided by Claudio IZØKRC.

Rare and beautiful were the replica of the Ondina 33, brought by Biagi, and some
cipher machines brought by Gen. Cremona: among them a “four wheel” Enigma,
a Soviet Fialka, an American Hagelin, a Swiss NEMA and a very rare Italian
OMI-Nistri.

Some works of two well known Italian artisan key makers, Alberto I1QOD and
Salvatore IK1OJM, were on display, and the opportunity to test the newest keys
made by Pietro (Begali) I2RTF was also provided.

From the other side of the Ocean, the famous collector Tom Perera W1TP had
sent some interesting documentary material that was on show as well.

When the convention concluded, well beyond the scheduled time, the end result
was completely positive: all the participants said they had spent a nice day and
were already asking for the next convention!  This gave the best satisfaction to
the team who managed the meeting: in random order they were:

Emanuele IZØPMV, Leo IKØBZE, Claudio IZØKRC,
Alessandro IZØUME, Vito IZØGNY, and Claudio IZØWAW.

The photos are by:

Attilio I-0438/RM, Barbara IZØWOW, and Claudio IZØKRC.

You may find the proceedings and some pictures of the Convention at this
address: convegno-telegrafico.jimdo.com/home-page-uk/

Ad maiora!�  73 de Vito, IZ0GNY, FISTS #14018, IQRP #656

� ‘To greater (things)’

http://convegno-telegrafico.jimdo.com/home-page-uk/
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GPO Single and Double Current Telegraph Keys John G0RDO #6459

The Most Beautiful Telegraph Key In
The World?  (Well—I think so.)

This is the earliest example I have seen
of a double current telegraph key.  It is
by C. F. Varley and dated 1858.
Probably a prototype as I have only ever
seen the one.
GPO Double Current Key labelled "GPO
No 62. Date 12 58"; a beauty of a Morse
telegraph key in lacquered brass with a
superb mahogany base.  The base measures 8½" by 5" (215mm by 125mm).  The
design is quite unique as you can see by the photograph, with the whole arm
swivelling between SEND and RECEIVE.

It was  designed by C. F. Varley (1828 - 1883) of the Electric Telegraph Company
c. 1858.

GPO Single Current Key.
The three terminal single current key has
one front contact and one back contact.
At rest, the back contact is closed and
the front contact (near the finger piece)
open.  When operated, the back contact
opens and front contact closes.

GPO Double Current Telegraph Keys
Quote from Dennis Goacher, G3LLZ:

“The original GPO Mk1 Morse key was
introduced in the late 1800s, the design
being modified to produce a range of
keys for different applications.  There
were four basic forms: single current,
double current, reversing, and
increment, and were mechanically
similar in their general construction”.

Some had Send/Receive switches and the number of terminals varied with three,
four, five, six, and seven terminal examples.
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GPO Six Terminal Reversing Key
Dennis Goacher, G3LLZ, provider of most
information on these telegraph keys, and
author of “A History of the GPO Mark 1, 2
and 3 Morse Telegraph Keys” (published
in 1999), describes the reversing key as
introduced to enable it to be used in
more than one application, i.e. in place of
all other patterns.  It has six terminals.

GPO Increment Key
From what I can gather, these Increment
keys can be either three or six terminal
design (single or double current).
The contacts are adjusted so as to “make
before break”.  This means that at rest,
the lower contacts are closed.  When
pressing down the lever, both lower and
upper contacts are closed, and when the

lever is completely down, the upper contacts are closed and the lower contacts
open.

GPO Seven Terminal Key
This rare GPO 7 Terminal
Double Current Key with
Send/Receive switch
dates from about 1860.
The serial number is
GPO 6.  It was used for
transmitting Morse code
over land lines in the 19��
century.

Mike, M0DVO adds: “This type of key is a Double Current Key, but achieves the
polarity change by swapping between two batteries which have commoned
opposite poles”.

Collecting Morse keys for a number of years now, I originally thought that there
were just a couple of different designs of the GPO telegraph key, but there
seems to have been quite a few.  A new one has cropped up in the USA; Bob,
KQ5K has sent a photo of his Double Current Key that is labelled
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“KEY AUTOMATIC DOUBLE
CURRENT 1899”.  With two extra
terminals and a double-coil
electromagnet underneath, this
key can be keyed remotely.  An
original design or a modified key–
we are yet to discover.

(Picture by permission of Bob
Schwartz, KQ5K.)

To see more photographs and details of double current keys, please visit John’s web page
morsemad.com/dc.htm.

The ZN-9CRB is a new iambic paddle key from N3ZN
Keys.  It has a classic round base, a ⅞" x  3" diameter
brass base and weight of 2 pound 4 ounces.

This paddle is unique in that it is available in ⅜" or
⅝" OTO¹, while the other iambic paddles (except for
the ZN-MiniMITE) have OTO options of ⁵⁄₁₆", ½", ¾"
and 1".  The ZN-9CRB uses the same bearing plates
as used on the ZN-MiniMITE and is available in brass
only.

The fingerpieces are available in red, blue, or black carbon fiber.

At the time of writing, the price is $345.00 (USD) excluding delivery.

The ZN-HKR is a new straight key for 2015.

It is an all brass straight key built on a 3½"
diameter brass base.  It features a 4 ball
bearing and silver contact points with a
weight of 2 pounds 14 ounces.  The knob is
Bakelite and available in black only.  The

ZN-HKR puts true meaning into “pounding brass”.

At the time of writing, the price is $345.00 (USD) excluding delivery.

Website: n3znkeys.com Contact: n3znkeys.com/contactus

¹ OTO is the “out-to-out” spacing of the fingerpieces.

New product: ZN-9CRB and ZN-HKR keys

http://morsemad.com/dc.htm
http://n3znkeys.com/p/402/zn-9crb
http://n3znkeys.com/p/440/zn-hkr
http://n3znkeys.com/p/440/zn-hkr
http://n3znkeys.com/p/440/zn-hkr
http://n3znkeys.com/
http://n3znkeys.com/contactus/
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Rites and Rituals Gerald G3MCK #230

Bill G4WJM in his recent article made some excellent points regarding the
benefit of giving honest RST reports.  We have all wondered at the person who
has just given you 599 then asks for a repeat of QTH and name, also the person
to whom one has given 339 who thinks that it is appropriate to rag chew.  These
people seem to think that the report is a meaningless rite or ritual and fail to see
that it is an essential part of the QSO in that it provides guidance as to how to
conduct the QSO.

There are other issues which the less competent seem to think are merely
rituals.  Let’s us look at ‘QRL?’, which should be sent after carefully listening to
see that the frequency is not in use but before sending CQ.  Some amateurs
seem to think that it is a magic incantation which will automatically produce a
clear frequency.  You can hear them sending ‘QRL? CQ CQ CQ’; that is they do
not allow any time for someone to reply and tell them that the frequency is in
use.  I believe that a five second pause followed by a very short CQ should give
ample time to elicit a response.  The response only needs to be ‘YES’; anything
longer means that someone is losing copy.  It is not helpful to send ‘NO’.  The
sender may think that the frequency is clear and that he is being helpful but he
cannot speak for other stations for whom this may not be the case.

Associated with QRL is the question of accurate netting.  You may believe that
the frequency is clear when you send ‘QRL?’, but are you sure that you are
listening on the frequency on which you will be transmitting?  How can this be?
Let us be honest; we have all done it at times: sending with RIT on or split
engaged.  These are just blunders that happen in a fit of absent-mindedness, but
the more important issue is the one of people who seem to be unable to net,
that is to ensure that they are transmitting on the frequency to which they are
listening.  This may be due to a fault in the rig or incorrect use of the rig.  I doubt
if anybody nets exactly all the time (and in fact a slight mis-netting can be
helpful, for example if two stations reply to a CQ it can be very difficult to
distinguish one from the other if they are both the same strength, sending at the
same speed and correctly netted).  However, if one has netted 25 Hz LF and the
other 25 Hz HF then there would be a 50 Hz difference in their signals and copy
of both would not be too hard.  I would suggest that netting to within 100 Hz is
usually acceptable and is a reasonable aim.  In the same light I would suggest
that netting more than 250 Hz off is not acceptable.  A typical receiver will have
a 500 Hz CW filter, meaning that netting 250 Hz off will reduce the strength of
your signal by 6 dB.  That is the gain that you get when using an amplifier, i.e.
going from 100 W to 400 W, or going from a dipole to a three element Yagi at
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the same height.  At a mere 500 Hz off tune you will be over 30 dB down and
that is why the 1 W QRP man who has netted spot on has got the QSO instead of
you with your 100 W.  Net well, save money and make QSOs.

Poor netting may also cause unnecessary QRM.  Consider two stations who are
in QSO with one on 3558 kHz and the other on 3559 kHz.  Transmission is
occurring on 3558.  I listen on 3559 kHz; the band is busy so I have my 500 Hz
filter in and therefore the signal on 3558 kHz is inaudible.  I call ‘QRL?’, wait, and
there is no response.  I start a QSO with a well-netted station and at this time the
station on 3558 kHz puts it over to his pal who will be transmitting on 3559 kHz.
QRM all round and bad feelings.

Copyright G P Stancey 2014

A Visit to 5B (Cyprus) Robert M0BPT #5576

The 8�� of June saw me board a plane to my old stomping ground (and for many
others too I’d imagine) of Cyprus; 5B prefix.  In my capacity as QSL bureau
custodian for the society, I’d noticed that there were cards outstanding for FISTS
member #10851, 5B4AHO Barry (Baz) Carter.  After making contact via email,
we’d agreed to meet and I’d hand said cards over to him.

Baz then contacted me and asked if I’d like to join him and YL Val for an informal
lunch meeting that Paphos Radio Club (PRC) members and YLs hold once a
month at the beautiful Yiolos Taverna, some 20 yards from the Mediterranean
Sea at Coral Bay.  How could I refuse?  Baz told me:

“In the summer months (June–September) we normally have a lunchtime
meeting at Yiolos Taverna.  In the other months we meet at a bar in town,
DT’s Bar, near Venus Beach Hotel, Tomb of Kings Road.  We always meet on
the third Thursday of the month; the ladies come along there as well, and
the hams meet upstairs in a little room.  When at Yiolos it is around 12.30,
and DT’s bar we meet at about 7pm.”

I arranged to meet Baz at a pre-determined place so I could follow him to the
venue.  I’d presented him with a lapel badge on behalf of the society when we
met, and was cordially received by the amateurs and YLs present.  A few samples
of Key Note were put on the table at the eatery as light reading whilst food
orders were taken; pleasing to see that they were passed around and taken
home by those at the venue.

Baz leads quite a busy life over there radio-wise, holding the position of
treasurer for PRC. He is also the QSL manager for the club for calls 5B4PRC, P3R,
and any special calls that they operate.  In the past these were C4EU, C4EURO &

http://www.cyhams.org/index.php/en/the-local-clubs/5b4prc-pafos-club
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From left to right round the circle: Mike Mackmin 5B4AIK, Arthur Wann 5B4AGT,
Baz Carter 5B4AHO, Alan Jubb 5B4AHJ (Cypriot QSL Manager), Roger Bryce GM3JOB

(Visitor), Ian Candy 5B4ALD, Noz Bryan 5B4AIX (at the back centre with the YLs),
Don Radley 5B4AGQ, Mike Smith 5B4AIB, Richard Langmead 5B4AJG, and

David Diamond 5B4AIH.

P3EU.  Being active on the bands, his Force 12 Yagi coupled to an Ameritron
811H amplifier do a sterling job.  He is also an accomplished saxophonist; he
wrote:

“We are having a BBQ at my place, on Sunday night, the 6�� of July and have
a lot of the musicians who I play out with on my sax are coming and making
it a musical night.  I have had to invite all the neighbours because it will be
quite loud I would think.”

Baz was of course the only member of FISTS CW Club on the island since the
passing of Tom, 5B4AGP in November 2010 (just short of his 90�� birthday).
Recently Baz has been joined by John, 5B4AHK #16648.

Here’s a link to their web page:
tinyurl.com/PaphosRadioClub.
I’m sure Baz and others would welcome skeds with
members of the society; he can be contacted by email:
5b4aho(at)cyprusliving.org

Do listen for calls from 5B.  Even better, visit the island;
you’ll be made welcome from the members of the PRC.
And as an island with approximately only 80 licensed
amateurs, Cyprus would be a rewarding addition to any log.

It was a pleasure to meet Baz, Val and members of the Paphos Radio Club.

Robert M0BPT

http://tinyurl.com/PaphosRadioClub
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Introduction
As you have probably gathered, I am a bit keen on kits.  I
recently built a small keyer kit (see the Autumn 2013 Key
Note page 61) because I actually wanted something to
keep on pinging out CQ on 2m from my Icom 706, but
before the solder was even cool my good friend Martin,
M0MWS (also a FISTS) had sent me a teasing message
saying “look at THIS keyer!!!”  Well, sucker that I am, I
ordered a kit there and then and I am VERY glad that I did!

Now, the EZKeyer II Kit is sold by Four State QRP and they
deserve a mention.  The profits from this little kit, and all

their kits, goes to funding their QRP convention and all their efforts to promote
QRP and CW.  A worthy cause I think!

Open the Box
The first thing that strikes you (well, it struck me)
about this keyer is that it is truly beautiful.  The box
it goes into is not black plastic but a lovely vibrant
blue complete with programming instructions
screen printed onto the case itself.  The actual PCB
is also coloured, a very nice crimson.  The
Americans really have gone to town on this device.

As well as the boards, the pack contains almost everything you need to complete
the keyer; I say ‘almost’ because it does not include a battery holder.  This is a
seemingly odd omission, based on the fact that the builder has a choice of
course, and it’s a shame.  However, a quick search on eBay and a 3 cell AAA
holder was in my paws.

Get Soldering
Firstly I built the board.  The component placements are all screen printed
clearly, so clearly in fact that I didn’t actually read the manual, which one has to
download, before building the device.  I was rather hoping I hadn’t messed this up!

I then bashed the box into shape; this is a PCB shell box much like the G-QRP
club use in so many of its projects where you assemble the pieces then flood the
joins with solder.  I have a special jig, a QRPme SBSS clamp, that I bought from
the G-QRP Club which made this a very easy task.  The end result is an incredibly
good looking box!

Assembled EZKeyer II

EZKeyer II Kit

Review: EZKeyer II Kit from Four State QRP David G4YVM #15868

https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1013a5.pdf
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1013a5.pdf
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn1013a5.pdf
http://www.4sqrp.com/ek2.php
http://www.4sqrp.com/ek2.php
http://www.gqrp.com/
http://www.gqrp.com/
http://www.gqrp.com/sales.pdf
http://www.gqrp.com/sales.pdf
http://www.gqrp.com/sales.pdf
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I popped the battery holder in, screwed the board down
and fastened the lid.  Easy, and it must have taken all of
fifteen minutes to make!

So did it work???  Yes!  First time success.

What it does
For those who might not know, a keyer allows you to use
paddles / iambic keying with a rig that does not ordinarily
support anything but a straight key.  However, microchips being what they are,
most keyers now do MUCH more than that!  They will store CQ calls, store
beacon calls, add QSO numbers to messages for contesters, send your obligatory
599, and much, much more.  The website says this:

Specifications and Design Features
● Beautiful blue silk screened and easy building PCB enclosure.
● Command List is silk screened on bottom of enclosure.
● New PIC microcontroller.
● New Delay and Repeat (D) command especially for Contesters, Beaconeers

and QRPers.
● Three easy-to-use memories; two with 47 character capacity and one with

79, stored in non-volatile memory (EEPROM).
● Three high quality, full size, panel mount (top cover) pushbuttons.
● 5–55 wpm speed range.
● Iambic A or B, straight (Cootie) key, and Bug modes.
● Sequenced Mute Line (Goes low for receiver mute or T/R switch).
● Speed and operating modes stored in non-volatile memory (EEPROM).
● Speed entered by command or easily changed on-the-fly via the paddles.
● Tune Mode.
● Very long (essentially shelf) battery life—no power switch required.
● Operating voltage 3–5 Volts; 3 AAA alkaline batteries are ideal.
● Low power—1mA active and 1μA in sleep mode.
● 600 Hz sidetone (may be turned off).
● Autospacing between characters (may be turned off).
● Dash/Dot paddle swap command.
● Keyed line goes low when active .

I found programming the device very straight forward but a little tedious as each
Morse character must be entered individually, separated by a ‘beep’.  Still, once
it’s in it’s in and good to go.  Interestingly this keyer has a ‘mute’ facility as well

Assembled PCB
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as a ‘key in’ and ‘signal out’, which means that if you are using it to drive a home
brew rig it can be used to control that too.  Clever stuff.

The keyer has 3 memories which you can programme, and they are accessed by
using the three push buttons atop the case.  Push one button and the
corresponding memory starts to run until cancelled by operation of the paddles
or Morse key.  Whether it sends once or in beacon mode is user-defined.  The
Morse speed is also user defined along with almost everything else you could
think of.  Speed is definable between the ultra slow right up to clever-clogs fast
and is set by actually entering the speed mode and hitting dots or dashes.  All of
this is of course screen printed onto the case so the operating instructions don’t
have to be memorised.

Other things can be added such as incremental QSO number and so on—good
for contests!  (Don’t forget to programme 599!!)

In Use
I managed to get the hang of programming fairly quickly, though I made a few
errors…sending one character at a time is incredibly hard!  Erasing and
overwriting a memory is very simple…you’ll get the hang of it.

I have set my 3 memories to give ‘CQ DE G4YVM’, ‘CQ FISTS’ and ‘CQ DE
G4YVM/P’ for when I’m out and about.  Having the words on the case made it
very easy!  There’s a tiny loudspeaker fitted to the keyer as well, so you get a
sidetone when it sends.  Again, both very good for home brew transmitter with
no sidetone and definable as ON or OFF by the user.

I hooked it up to my 706, hit the push button and listened as perfect CW went
out onto 2m calling all and sundry.  Alas, all and sundry weren’t on, so the calls
were unanswered, but that’s 2m and not my keyer!

In Conclusion
So that’s me well equipped with keyers I think.  If I had to choose one keyer, it
would be this 4 States one…it is simply so very beautiful a thing to behold but
more importantly the instructions are printed on the case…even when /P I will
never forget how to set the thing up!

As a commercial kit this would also do, I think, as a Foundation Licence or
Intermediate Licence project.  HMRC (collects taxes in the UK) took a slice at
import and the Post Office of course sucked my blood too.  However, I was the
eventual winner because I enjoyed the build and now I own a Four States QRP
EZKeyer II!

Have fun.  David.
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Since David wrote this article, a new version of the kit—EZKeyer III—has been
made available.  A notable difference is that the new kit includes a speed pot.
Both the II and III versions are available for ordering at the time of writing.

Also at the time of writing, the EZKeyer II kit is $30 (USD) excluding delivery.
Web page: www.4sqrp.com/ek2.php Email: orders@4sqrp.com

SBSS clamps are available from the G-QRP club (members only) or QRPme:
G-QRP (UK): www.gqrp.com/sales.pdf
QRPme (US): www.qrpme.com/?p=product&id=SBSS

Elecraft’s KX3-2M or 4M transverter extends the frequency range of the KX3 to
include the 2 meter or 4 meter Amateur bands and allows reception on
frequencies near those bands.  Either the 2-meter or the 4-meter
transverter may be installed.  The transverter plugs into existing connectors
inside the KX3.  All KX3 functions and modes are available when using either
transverter.  The KX3-2M or KX3-4M transverter uses a separate antenna
connector that bypasses the KXAT3.  The module is about the size of a credit
card and only about 1/8” (4 mm) thick.  It fits on top of the KXAT3 ATU module,
and does not displace any of the other internal options.

Features:
● Transmit Frequency Range:

KX3-2M: 144 MHz–148 MHz
KX3-4M: 69.9 MHz–70.6 MHz (covers all
known 4-meter frequency allocations)

● Receive Frequency Range:
KX3-2M: 120 MHz–150 MHz, typical, with
reduced sensitivity outside of 144-148 MHz
KX3-4M: 65 MHz–72 MHz, typical, with reduced sensitivity outside of 69.9–
71 MHz.

● Power Consumption: 120 mA receive, squelch open, typical, in addition to
the normal KX3 current demand whenever the 2 meter or 4 meter band is
selected.
Sleep Mode can reduce the overall radio current to about 150–180 mA in FM
Mode (squelched).
1.7 A at 3W output, total radio current, typical for the KX3 when
transmitting on 2m or 4m.

● Receiver Sensitivity: MDS -144 dBm, typical, at 500 Hz bandwidth.

New products: 2m/4m Transverters and Panadapter for KX3

http://www.4sqrp.com/ek2.php
mailto:orders@4sqrp.com
http://www.gqrp.com/sales.pdf
http://www.qrpme.com/?p=product&id=SBSS
http://www.elecraft.com/manual/KX3-2M-4M%20Installation%20and%20Operation%20A1.pdf


● Transmitter Output Power: 2.5 W Minimum with 13.8 Vdc supply (2.5 to
3 Watts typical)
2 W Maximum with 11 Vdc supply
1.5 W Maximum with 9 Vdc supply

The Elecraft PX3 Panadapter:

● High-performance companion
panadapter for the Elecraft KX3
transceiver

● Full-color waterfall and spectrum
displays, with fast sweep and excellent
sensitivity

● Simple plug-and-play operation—no PC, soundcard, software drivers or
setup required

● Weighs just 13 oz (0.37 kg); enclosure size: 5.4 x 3.4 x 1.7” (13.7 x 8.6 x 4.3 cm)
Our new PX3 Panadapter adds a visual dimension to signal hunting, with fast,
real-time spectrum and waterfall displays of band activity.  Its small size and
weight make it ideal for travel or field use.

The PX3 is fully integrated with the Elecraft KX3, utilizing its serial control port
and RX I/Q signals¹.  The panadapter tracks the KX3’s VFO frequency and filter
settings via on-screen cursors.  You can point and click on signals by rotating and
tapping the PX3’s SELECT knob.

With its very wide dynamic range and frequency span of up to 200 kHz, the PX3
offers better performance than most PC sound cards.  It’s also one of the most
sensitive panadapters available, detecting signals down to the noise floor of the
KX3.  A PC or Mac can still be connected to the KX3 (via the PX3) for use with
logging and control programs.

PX3 features include multi-pass signal averaging to pull out weak signals, peak
detection to show total activity on the band, adjustable reference level, and
amplitude range scaling.  There’s also a full set of programmable switches to
access often-used settings.

The PX3 has a wide supply voltage range (8–15 V) and low current drain
(typically 140 mA @ 13.8 V).  It includes a comprehensive manual, and is
available factory assembled or as a modular, no-soldering kit.

Elecraft, P.O. Box 69, Aptos, CA 95001-0069, USA. Email: sales@elecraft.com
Telephone (USA): (831) 763-4211 Website: www.elecraft.com

¹ The PX3 uses the KX3’s baseband RX I/Q signals.  It is not compatible with the 8.2-MHz
I.F. signal from the K3.

http://www.elecraft.com/PX3/px3.htm
http://www.elecraft.com/PX3/px3.htm
http://www.elecraft.com/PX3/px3.htm
mailto:sales@elecraft.com
http://www.elecraft.com/
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Building on the popular EZKeyer and EZKeyer II, this
third generation, very capable EZKeyer III Morse Code
keyer has some additional features—beautiful new
easy building enclosure, a smaller footprint, new PIC
microcontroller, speed pot, larger message memories,
new printed circuit board layout, and large push button
switches.  All connectors, switches, the speed pot, and
components are board mounted, making the keyer
completely self contained on the board.  No external parts or wires are required
(excepting battery leads).

It has many of the features of a high end
keyer while remaining very user friendly.
The EZKeyer III been designed and
programmed by Craig Johnson, AAØZZ, of
PIC-EL fame, and the commands are
entered directly with the paddles rather
than by scrolling through menus.

With overall dimensions of only 3" x 2.75" x
1.75", this quick-building, small footprint
project will have a big impact on your
operating capabilities, whether in the
shack or in the field.  Room is reserved in
the enclosure for a 3 AA battery pack and
they should last a long time—
approximately a year.

This kit is an easy kit to build, only taking
about an hour to complete.

All parts are through hole parts making for an easy build.  All connectors and
switches are board mounted which eliminates point to point wiring, and after all
the parts are installed it’s ready to try out.  The kit includes everything required
to build the keyer—switches, speed pot, connectors, speaker, programmed PIC,
components, and a nifty enclosure—everything except the batteries and solder.

The cost excluding delivery is $45 (USD).

Web page: tinyurl.com/EK3Keyer Email: inquiries@4sqrp.com

New product: EZKeyer III Kit from Four State QRP Group

EZKeyer III Kit as received

http://www.4sqrp.com/kits/ek3/ezk3.php
http://www.4sqrp.com/kits/ek3/ezk3.php
http://tinyurl.com/EK3Keyer
mailto:inquiries@4sqrp.com
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For many years, the “Mini Paddle” has proven to
be a highly reliable portable Morse paddle.

Like all Palm paddles, the “Palm Single” is also
equipped with galvanized gold contacts that
ensure maximum contact safety and reliability.
For maximum transportation safety, this smallest
single lever key in the world can be retracted into
its robust housing, as with all Palm Radio keys.
The standard housing consists of aluminium; the
new ABS housing is optional.

The lever of the “Palm Single” incorporates a clever mechanism which
automatically centers it in the middle position—no adjustments to be made!

Another feature is that you can select
either the normal “single paddle
mode” or the “sideswiper mode”.
The switching between these modes
is done directly at the lever by use of
the supplied hex key, which is also
used for the adjustment of the set
screws.  The hex key can be stored in

the base plate of the key (“QuickMount”)—perfectly placed and always at hand.

Two different set screws per lever side allow precise and individual adjustment
of the contact gap and the spring pressure.

The characteristics of the “Palm Single” at a glance:
● Hard, defined stop of the paddle lever.
● Automatic centering of the lever—no manual adjustments required.
● Paddle pressure per side individually adjustable from approximately 2 to

40 grams.
● Galvanized, gold-plated contacts.
● Easily selectable between single paddle and side-swiper (Cootie Key) mode.
● Low mass: paddle lever only 6 grams

complete key 48g (aluminum housing) or 30g (ABS housing).
● Paddle lever can be retracted for transport and is therefore well protected.
● Smallest single lever key in the world: 25 x 25 x 79 mm = 1 x 1 x 3.1 inch.
● Housing: the aluminum housing is standard; ABS housing is optional.

New product: Palm Single—Miniature Single Lever Paddle

http://palm-radio.de/english/espaddle.html
http://palm-radio.de/english/eaccessories_qm.html
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● Supplied: Manual, QuickMount (universal mounting plate with magnets) and
Palm Radio connection cable (3-pin connector with plastic housing).

Web site: www.palm-radio.de Email: info@palm-radio.de

For UK customers, Palm Radio products are available from SOTAbeams—see page 2.
Page 26 contains a review of the Palm Single by Chris G5VZ.

Wanted: Radio Receiver BC312 or BC342 Adrian, G4GDR #3765

Wanted: Radio receiver BC312 or BC342.  Would prefer a working set with PSU.
Would consider a non-working set providing it’s complete and in good condition.

Rev. A Heath G4GDR
Valley View
227 Windrush
Highworth
SWINDON  SN6 7EB

Telephone: 01793 762970

QUA: “Here is news of ... (call sign)”

G4BNU Paul shared these photographs of his well-equipped workshop (shed!):

I couldn’t help but notice his soldering station because I have the same model—
an inexpensive temperature-controlled Maplin N78AR.  Many will advocate
costly soldering stations, and while the N78AR has limitations, it does the job at a
modest price.  Along with the set of additional tips, I’ve used mine to solder the
SMD and other components on Softrock PCBs: 1 general coverage receiver, 3
transceivers, and numerous mono-band receivers.  Paul commented:

QUA QUA@fists.co.uk Compiled by Graham G3ZOD #8385

http://www.palm-radio.de
mailto:info@palm-radio.de
mailto:qua@fists.co.uk
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“I used Weller irons for many years but wear and tear and the cost of parts
made me try these Chinese equivalents and I find them just as good but much
easier on the pocket!”

G5VZ Chris writes about G3ZPF David’s article “QTC” in the Spring 2014 Key
Note:

“On page 41 we’re told that ephemerides “are tied to optical and radar
observations of planetary motion.”  It’s not true!  Modern ephemerides are 100%
calculated using computer models.  Radar has never been used—for obvious
reasons.  Even operations like RAF Fylingdales that use RF location systems are
there to detect unpredicted/unpredictable events in real time, not to provide the
tabulated information mentioned in the article.”

Also In the Spring Key Note, I wrote about FISTS CW Club being
on Club Log.  Currently we have over 240 FISTS members

worldwide  signed up for this.  I first heard about Club Log because my local club
(Stockport Radio Society) transferred its ladder activity to it; it’s very useful for
this since it is a lot less effort than keeping track using a spreadsheet.

Elecraft has ceased production of its four band K1-4
QRP CW transceiver kit and the four additional band
plug-in KFL1-4 kit due to lack of component availability.
However, the two band K1-2 transceiver kit and the two
additional band plug-in KFL1-2 kit are continued.  Details
of the K1 are available at www.elecraft.com/k1_page.htm.  Elecraft’s N6KR
Wayne Burdick explained on their reflector:

“The 4-band module requires extremely low-temperature-coefficient trimmer
capacitors because of its narrow-band pre-mix and RF band-pass filters.  The last
source for these exotic trimmers dried up recently.  A redesign using higher-TC¹
trimmers might be possible, but the filters would end up being triple-tuned,
which would force the use of SMD components throughout, and tuning the filters
would then be very difficult without a spectrum analyzer.

Sales volume for the K1 has decreased in recent years due to the KX1 (which is
smaller and has a DDS VFO), and the KX3 (which covers all bands, all modes, with
up to 12 W output and has a much more capable auto tuner, nicer user interface,
etc.).  So the cost of a redesign wouldn’t be recovered.

That said, for the time being we’re continuing to offer the two-band version
and the other options (KAT1, ATU, KBT1 battery pack, etc.).  The K1 is one of our
“full” kits, and has a bit of a fan club of its own.”

¹ Temperature compensating

https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn0714a5.pdf
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn0714a5.pdf
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn0714a5.pdf
http://clublog.org
http://gx8srs.wordpress.com/
http://www.elecraft.com/k1_page.htm
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In the “fistscw” Yahoo Group, M0BPT Rob was asking about the term “fist” (as in
the personal characteristics of an operator’s keying), and in particular how long
it has been in use and whether other terms have been used.  Others are believed
to be “hand” and “touch”.

In an email conversation, G0ILN Richard suggested the
possibility of using a wireless connection between a radio
and key.  However, there wouldn’t be any value in
registering a patent on this because Palm Radio
palm-radio.de/english/eirlt.html produce a range of infrared
transmitters and receivers for use in connecting either their
own or other types of key wirelessly to a radio.  Also
provided is the PPK IR, a straight key with a built-in infrared
transmitter.  (I thought I would mention these because I
suspect that their existence is not well-known.)

Morse operating procedures discussed in the Spring 2014 Key Note’s article
about VA14_C3_40 (page 11) was bound to result in some discussion!
G0CLV Stan writes:

KN-barred (dah-di-dah-dah-dit) is ‘left parenthesis’.
I was taught, many moons back, that it should be sent as separate letters K N

standing for ‘Go ahead named station’.

My personal (paper) references are:
ARRL Handbook 1949, RSGB Handbook 1969,
ARRL Handbook 1975, and RSGB Handbook 1999

All four of these list KN as “barred” (i.e. not sent as individual letters).  There is
no ambiguity with left parenthesis ‘(‘ having the same pattern because they are
used in different contexts—’(‘ during the message part of a transmission and KN
during the procedural part.

Stan also pointed out the ITU standards for Morse code procedures, which
amateur radio does not always follow.  Now that there is no possibility of a
military or other organisation popping on
frequency in CW to tell us to QSY because we are
bothering them, we have to achieve a consensus
for CW procedures.

GU3TUX Chris wrote in about TOPS CW club.
“As this image of an ancient and nicotine

stained QSL shows, I was a member (1481—

“IR Dual Transmitter
MP” for connecting

to the Palm Mini
Paddle

Chris GU3TUX’s QSL card with
TOPS logo and member number.

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/fistscw/info
http://palm-radio.de/english/eirlt.html
http://palm-radio.de/english/eirlt_IR-PPK_front.html
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn0714a5.pdf
http://fists.co.uk/docs/iaru/VA14C340.pdf
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nowadays the dialling code for Alderney!) of TOPS.
As I recall, it was a pretty informal club whose objectives were much the same

as FISTS.  There was a regular newsletter which ran to a couple of pages of
Roneo’d² foolscap³.  Admission to the club required sponsorship from two
existing members following a minimum 15 minute CW QSO.  I was proposed by
Allan, G3NQR, and his father in law George, G3GKB.

I do not remember any certificates for operating achievement being offered
and the only contest I recall was an annual TOPS activity contest.

The organisation seemed to be run lock, stock and barrel by Phil, GW8WJ.  He
offered members QSL cards at favourable prices.  Mine is an example of the
simple design.  He printed them himself.  The club foundered when Phil became a
silent key.

I seem to recall an effort to revive TOPS at some later date, but nothing
seemed to come of it.  Others will no doubt be able to throw some light on the
origins of TOPS.”

G4GDR Adrian also wrote in with his memories of TOPS:
“Being member number 1944, I can say that TOPS was like FOC—you had to

be sponsored by several members.  You could not just join like you can with FISTS.
Your sending / receiving had to impress a member, who would put your name /
callsign forwards for membership.

Yes there was a newsletter, but when dear Phil GW8WJ died, no one seemed
interested in taking up the mantle and TOPS faded away.

Yes there were on-air activities, but I can’t remember awards etc.
I still quote membership when I list my CW club memberships on my QSL

cards.  TOPS was known as “the gentleman’s Telegraph Operator’s Society”.  I,
for one, mourn its passing.   You are correct in saying it was in 1990 when all
TOPS stopped.  I believe it’s in a limbo state.  I don’t know who holds the
membership list, but if that could be found there is no reason that TOPS could not
be started up again.

I found my membership certificate and a copy of the newsletter—there were
on-air contests with league tables of entrants etc.”

Regarding G0ISO Mike’s  clothes peg key featured
in the Spring 2014 Key Note page 48, there are a
few versions be found.  The neat example on the
right was made by the late Dave Ingram K4TWJ.  I

² Roneo produced duplicating machines that worked by forcing ink through a stencil.
³ Foolscap is a paper size that preceded A4 and was longer and narrower than A4.

https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn0714a5.pdf
https://fists.co.uk/members/docs/keynotes/kn0714a5.pdf
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also found out that they are called ‘clothespins’ in the USA—so now you know!

SM0PMJ Göran commented on the Spring Key Note:
“Although not a procedural error but a sort of logical/linguistical one, the way

some radio amateurs announce e.g. their location seems odd: “QTH IS LONDON”
(instead of just “QTH LONDON”).  How about our saying in normal speech:
“Location IS IS London”?  You can’t miss it, sir.

How nice to find some photos in the current Key Note issue printed in colour!
Imagine yours and our feelings that day when we are told from the printing
offices that, in an economical point of view, it does not matter anymore if we
print FISTS Key Note in black/white or colour!”

As Göran observed, we added two more pages of colour at the centre of the
Spring Key Note.  Printing in colour does cost more than black and white (‘grey-
scale’) and the current subscriptions would not cover printing the whole of Key
Note in colour. However, we will continue with the two extra colour pages.

G3ZRJ Tony shocked me with an email entitled ‘G3ZRJ super
DX digital wonder station’.  However, he explained:

“Here a couple of pix that might interest you: my super
high tech digital (in that I use my fingers to operate it)
wonder station and my much butchered ‘bug of many
colours’.  As you can see, the
bug has the base of a Lionel
J36 but the rest is a mix of
parts including a nice chrome
part from a Lightning Bug.  I

G3HGE Tom, well known in the
past for TW Electronics (1958–
2000) and in more recent years
his range of TW keys, has now

retired from key-making.

TW
eZKe

(single
lever

paddle)

TWanger sideswiper TW Olympic semi-automatic TW MagPad iambic
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extended the vibrating arm by sweating a bit of brass from another junk box J36
part to give QRS with only one weight.  I am afraid that my shack in the shed is a
total mess rather than the neat and tidy stations in QRZ.COM photos etc.”

To everyone’s surprise, including the RSGB, the UK licensing authority Ofcom has
reversed its decision not to allow permanent use of the prefix letter ‘K’ for
Cornwall and has said it will be available in 2015.  I.e. callsigns would start with
GK, MK, and 2K.  Controversially, Ofcom did this during a major consultation
with UK radio amateurs which included a closely related topic, causing
speculation that Ofcom had already made some decisions and didn’t intend to
take any notice of some parts of the consultation results.  While I expect that
Cornish-based amateurs will by and large welcome the allocation of ’K’, from the
perspective of a developer of amateur radio software, in the current system the
additional prefix letter indicates regions rather than counties (England, Northern
Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of Man) and these are mapped
1:1 onto DXCC entities (previously referred to as ‘DXCC countries’).  I think it is
unlikely that the ARRL will designate Cornwall as a DXCC entity, and clearly if
every UK county were to demand its own letter, Ofcom will run out of letters
before even a small number of counties were allocated one.  The RSGB have
asked Ofcom to explain their reasoning and consult about this decision.

At the UK National Hamfest in September, a member kindly donated a stamp
album and a large number of stamps to be passed to M0AVW Chuck, who
collects them for charities.  I meant to write down the member’s name and
callsign, but we had a lot of visitors at the time and I let myself be distracted—
sorry about this.  However, it was very much appreciated.  Chuck has received
them and writes:

“Thank you to the member for the album and stamps, and also to all members
that have sent stamps—I am very grateful.”
If you have used stamps and would like them to go to a good cause, they can be
sent to Chuck:

Chuck M0AVW, 32 Woodford Walk, Harewood Park, THORNABY TS17 0LT

I am both left-handed and left-footed. K6DF Dennis commented:
“You’re what we call a ‘South-Paw’.  Not sure if you have that term over there.

I believe it originated here in the US from our baseball sport.  Ballparks here are
often designed so that batters are facing east, so that the afternoon or evening
sun does not shine in their eyes.  This means the pitchers are facing west and a
pitcher that throws with his left arm is throwing with his south-side arm, hence
the term ‘South-Paw’.”
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I wasn’t aware of the origin of ‘South-Paw’, which is of course in common use
over here (England).  The topic of being left-footed has left me wondering … on a
bad keying day, does this make me ‘QRF’ rather than ‘QLF’?  HI.

The photograph on the left
shows the two splendid keys
donated by Begali to be
awarded to participants in the
EuCW Snakes & Ladders Activity
2013/2014.

G3KSU Alan writes:
“Just discovered that you have finally achieved SOC

membership (#1076), presumably after many years of
trying.  It took me even longer!  (SOC #1044, but licensed
1955.)

Now it may be that a select few of our fellow FISTS
members are eligible (I can certainly think of one or two …)
but are unaware that SOC exists.”

Guilty as charged!  As many will be aware, SOC is the “Second Class Operators
Club”.  If any members feel that they may qualify for the entrance requirements
and would like to apply to join this august band of CW operators, details are
here: qsl.net/soc

Ham Radio Deluxe users: you may be aware that the owners of the program
deleted the longstanding Yahoo peer-support group.  However, an independent
Yahoo group has been set up to replace this: tinyurl.com/hrdgroup.

G3WDL Stuart has written:
“I have a rare key and I

would like to know if anyone
knows where it was made
and who made it.

The etched plastic badge
says ‘TELEGRAPH KEY
RADIO-AID PATENTED’.

The contacts are
substantial and appear to be
tungsten, suitable for keying
a commercial valve

http://qsl.net/soc/
http://www.i2rtf.com/
http://eucw.org/sl.html
http://qsl.net/soc/
http://qsl.net/soc/
http://tinyurl.com/hrdgroup
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transmitter.  Threads are American.  The key appears to be from the mid-forties
and apparently has had little use.”

G4RQG Steve shared his thoughts about one’s first QSOs:
“My own attempts to pick up CW again have reminded me of the sense of

trepidation or anxiety that a newcomer or an operator who is out of practice can
feel when calling CQ, particularly on the HF bands.  We have all been there I
suppose; questions like these go though the mind as you switch the radio on:
● Who will reply?
● Most operators seem to be better than me; how can I explain that I am a

novice quickly?
● Will the other operator’s call sign be simple or complex?
● Will the operator match my sending speed?
● Will the operator ask me any questions or be expecting a rag-chew?
● Will I be able to formulate answers or a chat in my head ‘on the fly’?
● If things go wrong will I look a fool and feel discouraged?
● Will I be better if I put if off until tomorrow?

I was wondering if there might be a quick and simple way of alerting the other
operator (member) that someone is a novice or relearning forgotten skills and
that he/she would appreciate a simple contact whilst building up confidence and
experience.

This reminded me of the method used by novice military pilots to alert Air
Traffic Control to the fact that they were newly qualified and unfamiliar with the
airspace / location that they were currently operating in.  The method was simply
to include the word ‘TYRO’ in the R/T exchange when establishing contact with
the ATC unit.

It was easily remembered and understood by everyone, and, with regard to
W/T and our purposes, it only requires the use of four characters.  I can visualise
how including ‘TYRO’ in the early stages of a QSO would go a long way to
managing the expectations of both operators.

So in essence then I just wanted to chuck the idea into the hat and see if the
club thinks it might be worthy of  further consideration and development.”

Steve raises some interesting points about early QSOs and ‘stage nerves’.

It’s not uncommon to hear ‘CQ QRS’ (‘send more slowly’) on HF; I think that
should alert callers to show extra consideration, and of course QRS in itself can
keep the exchange of information more basic due to the additional time taken
sending it.  Another mitigating factor is that the CQ caller gets the first ‘over’ and
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their QSO partner is likely to send similar information back when their turn
comes.

One thing I like to suggest to people is to try not to worry about what the person
on the other end of the contact thinks; it’s not an exam and there are no marks
out of 10.  If things become difficult to cope with, a retreat can be made by
sending something like “…SRI QSB 73 ES TKS…” (or instead of QSB, use QRM,
QRN, telephone ringing, front door bell, etc.)

With regard to ‘tyro’ (which I read is from the Latin ‘tiro’, meaning ‘recruit’), I
suspect that very few people are familiar with the word.  However, it couldn’t
hurt to try “HR TYRO” at the start of a QSO.

On a whimsical note, I couldn’t help wondering whether one of the aviation Q
codes might cover this situation—QBF: ”I am flying in cloud…”.  HI.

TX factor's National Hamfest 2014 video
tinyurl.com/TXFHF2014 features an interview with FISTS
member Mary G0BQV (FISTS #40), who enthuses about
CW.  The interview starts at around 18 minutes.  (During
the earlier interview with VMARS, if you look carefully to
the right, there are glimpses of Chris G5VZ, Paul M0BMN,
and Graham G3ZOD on the FISTS stand.)

The ARTSAT2:DESPATCH spacecraft was launched in
December 2014 with 7 watt CW transmitter on 437.325
MHz.

The spacecraft will have an elliptic orbit around the Sun
and travel to a deep space orbit between Venus and
Mars.  The distance from the Sun will be between 0.7
and 1.3 AU (1 AU is 149,597,871 km).

Morse code was used to transmit housekeeping data at 6
wpm until the spacecraft reached 180,000 km from
Earth.  The strange structure wrapped around it is not
some form of exotic helical aerial; it’s an artwork
created by 3D printing and purely decorative!

Recent FISTS member G0OOG David (shown on the
right) achieved 5�� position in the 24 hour section of the
RSGB 2m CW Contest and was awarded a certificate for
leading station in this section running 25 Watts or less to
a single antenna.  David was located on his balcony

Mary G0BQV

ARTSAT2:DESPATCH
engineering prototype
being vibration-tested

http://tinyurl.com/TXFHF2014
http://www.vmars.org.uk/
http://despatch.artsat.jp/en/Main_Page
http://despatch.artsat.jp/en/Main_Page
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using 5 Watts from his FT-817 into a 6 element LFA Yagi
with an ‘armstrong’ rotator; a very creditable
performance.
Amongst the results were further current FISTS members:
G0HGK, G0PJO, G4GBP, G4OTV, G1RVK, & G3ZOD.

Recently we have had a number members who lapsed
some years ago re-join the club; this is very pleasing.  One
is GW4MRM Dorian, who writes that he is looking
forward to meeting up again with old friends.  He
mentions “very rusty, so QRS”.

M0MMX Dennis writes:
“The reason for my writing is to try to persuade the club to allow semi-

automatic keys i.e. ‘bug keys’ to be used on straight key evenings and set out my
case for doing so.

The first reaction is of course ‘it is not a straight key’; well herein lies the
anomaly—the SKCC regard possession and use of a bug key as an okay
membership requirement therefore associating ‘bugs’ with straight keys—I am
member 7279.

The ARRL allow bugs—to quote from the ARRL website: ‘The use of straight
keys or bugs is preferred’ for their straight key evenings.

Although I am not a member of FOC, I have taken part in their straight key
evenings with my bug keys.

I am not a member of the RSGB either but have read material associating
pump key and bug key when referring to straight keys.

How can we preserve and encourage the use of the semi automatic by barring
it from the non-competitive but enjoyable ‘Straight Key Week’ when other very
credible organizations don’t?

I cannot overstate the significance of these keys in the history of Morse and I
feel that every opportunity should be taken to preserve the use of them, which
brings me to the statement on the front page of our Key Note magazine—’Morse
Preservation Society’; surely this would imply the preservation of all aspects of
Morse and what better way to preserve the use of the bug than to allow its use
along with the pump and Cootie keys?

The only objection I have heard is that having automatic dits makes it ‘too
easy’; well, all I can say is that I take off my hat to anyone who can rag-chew at
20 wpm with a perfect 3 to 1 ratio—easy it is not!!

I look forward to your comments on the subject and do hope that in the future
we can have a straight key QSO with me using my ‘bug’.”
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My feeling is that Straight Key Week remains a popular activity due to its ‘back
to basics’ nature and I believe that extending the types of key allowed would
reduce participation.  Bug keys can be used in all other FISTS Europe activities
and all FISTS awards, so I think having a week dedicated to straight keys is
reasonable.
If it is felt that there should be an activity that allows bug keys but not electronic
keyers, one approach would be to have a new activity, e.g. we could perhaps try
a 24 hour ‘Mechanical Key Day’ to see how it goes.

G5VZ Chris replies:
“I don’t think it will be a simple question of persuasion as the definition and

implementation of ‘straight key’ rules seems to stir up all kinds of deeply-held
feelings in our membership.  So I’m with Graham—mostly—on this one and
won’t easily be influenced into attempting a change to Straight Key Week.”

Hendricks QRP Kits (USA) www.qrpkits.com is
closed temporarily.  Doug Hendricks wrote:

“Hendricks QRP kits will be closing for a short
time.  I have to have some minor surgery done.  I am fine and it is not life-
threatening but I need to take care of it and take care of my health.  We will be
closed from now until March 1 which is the target reopening date.  Thank you for
all of your past business."

IK2UIQ Fabi has added a page to his website with details of the 12�� IARU High
Speed Telegraphy (HST) World Championship: tinyurl.com/FabioHST.  This takes
place on  09–13 September 2015 in Ohrid, Macedonia.  The web page takes the
form of a letter of intent that can be printed out and filled in.

G4GDR Adrian writes:
“I just received one of the plain FISTS QSL cards which had a FISTS stick-on

callsign label.  My question is are they available and how much per 100?”

The club does not supply these, but I’m sure members can recommend suitable
suppliers.

Finally, I wonder if anyone has used the ‘MorseFusion’
training system (website morsefusion.com), and if so,

how well it worked for you and are the claims made for it true?  It’s far from free
with a monthly subscription of $9.95 (USD).  There is however a sample available
on morsefusion.com/sample-session

73 de QUA@fists.co.uk

http://morsefusion.com
http://www.qrpkits.com/
http://www.qrpkits.com/
http://www.qrpkits.com/
http://www.qrpkits.com/
http://tinyurl.com/FabioHST
http://morsefusion.com
http://morsefusion.com/sample-session/
mailto:QUA@fists.co.uk
mailto:QUA@fists.co.uk
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Still from video
showing the
Morse being

transmitted and
received on
paper tape.

You need to turn Key Note through 90° to view the
marvellous Morse machine on the right!  This is a
working version made by Steve Hoefer of a design by
Samuel Morse and demonstrated, along with a Morse
reading machine, in a Make: magazine  video. He
explains:

“Sometimes even famous inventors come up with
ideas that don’t turn out like they expected.
Samuel Morse’s first telegraph patented in 1840
was much more complex than the simple key that
became common.  The original device didn’t
require the sender to know a special code, they
simply built messages from pre-made letters and
fed them through the machine.

In this episode of Make: Inventions I build Morse’s
original automated transmitter as well as a gravity-
driven receiver that records Morse coded message
to paper.

US patent # 1,647 “Telegraph Signs” by
Samuel F B Morse.”

The two metal pots at the far left of the machine would
have contained mercury in the original, but Steve used
conductive paint in his instrument.

The Make: magazine video, which is a “must see” for
any Morse code enthusiast, can be viewed at
tinyurl.com/makemorse.

Many thanks to Jason Babler from Make: magazine
makezine.com for letting us include the photographs and text.

Telegraph Sender by Steve Hoefer

Telegraph Sender m
ade by Steve H

oefer based on M
orse’s design

http://makezine.com/video/make-inventions-building-morses-first-telegraph/
http://makezine.com/video/make-inventions-building-morses-first-telegraph/
http://tinyurl.com/makemorse
http://makezine.com/


Vinyl car window stickers £1 inc. UK delivery.

Note: these are printed in reverse so they
can be stuck on the inside of a window.

FISTS CW Course £3.50 inc. UK delivery
£4.50 inc. delivery to Europe. DX—please ask!

The FISTS CW Course is a Morse code training
package suitable for beginners and improvers.  It
comprises:
●The well-known K7QO course on

CD to learn the code (including
files containing the texts sent).

●Two practice CDs made by our
own Mary G0NZA, which are
great for people that want to
improve from the 12 wpm level.

●An A5 booklet with forty-odd
pages that includes all the texts
for Mary’s disks.

This package is a real help to anyone who is
learning Morse code and we are very happy to be
able to offer it. (Thanks to Chuck K7QO and Mary
G0NZA for allowing FISTS to produce these disks.)

Enamelled Club Badge
£2 inc. UK delivery

Standard QSL Cards
£8.50 for 100 cards inc. UK delivery

Leather Key Ring
£2 inc. UK delivery

Club Sales

The FISTS Log Book from David G4YVM  £9.50 inc. UK delivery.
With pages on heavy white paper and front cover on
heavy gloss with an acetate sheet to protect it, it
provides for 2,000 log entries.  It also includes
information on FISTS frequencies, activities, awards,
and log sheets for the awards.
It’s available for £9.50 (GBP) including postage to UK
addresses, PayPal to bumbledp@gmail.com .  For non-
UK addresses, please contact David for details:
bumbledp@gmail.com , telephone (UK) 07749 199453.

New !!!
FISTS Europe Key Note Collection
on CD
£2.50 inc. UK postage
£3.00 inc. Europe postage
£3.50 inc. DX postage

This CD
contains all
available
European
Key Notes
between
October
1987 and
July 2014.

The files are in PDF format.  Key
Notes prior to February 2000 are
in the form of facsimiles.

Anne Webb, 40 Links Road, Penn, Wolverhampton WV4 5RF
sales@fists.co.uk Tel. +44 (0)1902 338973

Ordering Orders for club Items can be paid for by cheque drawn on a UK bank made
out to FISTS or PayPal to sales@fists.co.uk. (For credit or debit card, see the website.)

P����� include your name, address and details of what you are ordering!
If sending a cheque, write your member number and callsign on the back.
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